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Cover picture:  There was a understandable wartime theme to the December 1939 cover of the Morris Owner magazine

The Register’s Spares Service aims to provide a basic service that will help members keep their Morris 
in good fettle and suitable for safe and enjoyable motoring. We stock a range of spares needed for 

the maintenance and overhaul of the most popular models.These stock items mainly comprise engine, 
transmission, electrical and brake parts for the Morris 8, 10 and Minor models with a limited stock of 
similar parts for other Morris models.  
ON-LINE SHOP (www.morrisregisterspares.co.uk)
The new on-line mail order shop enables members to shop for Morris Spares in a secure on-line environment. 
The Shop includes a full description, a photo, and details of which Morris models each part will fit. Each 
product in the shop has a unique “part number” with 2 letters and 3 numbers, and is a unique reference 
system for our Spares Service.
The shop is linked to a secure PayPal payment system; you don’t have to have a PayPal account to use 
this, you can use your credit or debit card. Please go to the Club’s web site and click on Services/Benefits 
– Spares Service.
The information given in the descriptions in the on-line shop should be sufficient to identify the parts you 
need. We cannot answer questions from members as to which is the correct part for their car, or about 
parts suitability or application. 

T h e  M o r r i s  R e g i s t e r  S p a r e s  S e r v i c e

CHAIRMAN  John Ford  writes:

Here we are at the end of another successful year for 
the club. The last main event of the year at the NEC 

in Birmingham was one of the busiest yet. Over 71000 
people attended the show, a record attendance. Our stand 
was deemed to be one of the friendliest and diverse as any in the show 
and we signed up around 15 new members with Barbara Farmer doing 
well with club regalia. Our new club donor car, a Pre Series Morris 
8 tourer was on display and attracted a great deal of attention. Ian 
Westrope's lovely Bullnose, alongside Mark Walker's Flatnose Cowley 
saloon looked terrific together along with Trevor Willsden's rare 10 cwt 
truck. On the front of the stand stood one of the best Series E saloons 
I have seen, lovingly restored by the Hampshire family from Witney 
who are only the second owners. There is a lovely history about the 
car which was bought by the previous owner in 1939 but delivered 
some eight years later after the Second World War! And, of course, 
our younger members initiative loan car Series E tourer looked rather 
splendid and attracted a great deal of attention. Around a dozen 
potential new applicants for 2020 will need to be considered and an 
announcement made in due course.
Everyone on the stand worked tirelessly, but sadly, our membership 
secretary had to return back home early because of her house flooding.
With husband Keith due for his new hip replacement on the Wednesday 
and a litter of pups due on the Thursday, what a time for this to happen! 
I am sure we all send Christine and Keith our best wishes. I know some 
of you will also have been affected by the terrible weather during 
November, so let's hope it stays dry for a while now so we can all have 
a relaxed and enjoyable Christmas. Next year, as most of you already 
know, will be the start of our 60th anniversary year. The special logo 
is available on line. Should you require a copy, one of the team can 
forward you one if needed. Special 'Drive-it-Day' plaques are being 
commissioned and will be available from the club shop.
Let's make 2020 a year to remember. If you are planning an event or 
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The views and opinions expressed by the 
Editor and contributors to this magazine are 
theirs alone and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of The Pre 1940 Morris Register Limited. 
Any advice provided is not intended to be 
advice on which you should rely. You must 
obtain professional or specialist advice before 
taking or refraining from any action based 
on the content of this magazine. No liability 
is accepted for the consequences of following 
any advice provided in the magazine.

SMALL ADS:  Post/email to:
The Editor (see above)

Free for members (max 1 car per month)
Non-members: please contact for charges.

WEBSITE:  www.morrisregister.co.uk
Contact: David Allanson, Webmaster

webmaster@morrisregister.co.uk

DEADLINE
14th of the month prior to publication

P R I N T E D  B Y
C A M B R I A N  P R I N T E R S

 0 1 9 7 0  6 2 7  1 1 1

T H E  P R E  1 9 4 0
M O R R I S  R E G I S T E R  LT D

Registered Office:
5 Burderop Close, Trowbridge,

Wiltshire BA14 0UL

POSTAL SALES
If you know the part number of the parts you need, but don’t want to use the on-line shop, please 
get in touch with David and Lindsay Smith, email: mylittlegreenmorris@yahoo.co.uk or by post at 
Morris Spares, Units 5 & 6 Priory Farm Industrial Estate, Station Road, Portbury, BRISTOL, BS20 7TN.  
We cannot take orders by phone.
• Please state clearly the part number (the unique 2-letter, 3-number code as shown in the on-

line shop), the description of the item you need, and the quantity
• Please quote the model and chassis number of your car – take the chassis number from the 

brass plate under the bonnet, and include the letters as well as the numbers
• Please quote your name, address and membership number in all communications
• We can accept payments by cheque, but prefer payments by card using PayPal. Instructions for 

payment will be given when you order
• Please remember the Service is run by members for the benefit of other members in their own 

time amidst many other family and personal priorities
• If you are not sure what the correct part is, please put a request for help onto the Forum. 

There will always be members “on line” who will be able to share their knowledge with you.

MAGAZINE NON-ARRIVAL:
Please contact the Membership Secretary

Contact details above

EDITOR: Rob Symonds,
21 Swallow Drive, Bingham

Notts NG13 8QA
theeditor@morrisregister.co.uk

  0333 006 5498
Please leave a message and

I will get back to you

BACK ISSUES:  may be purchased
from the Club Shop

©Morris Register and various authors and photographers.
Material published in Morris Monthly may not be published 
elsewhere without the permission of the Editor.

COMPLAINTS:  Any complaints 
against any officer of the club, or about 
the way the club is being administered 

should be referred to the Secretary

DVLA V765 Service: The Club  can now take a limited number 
of new applications. For advice on registration number retention 
contact the DVLA Officer at dvla@morrisregister.co.uk

MORRIS REGISTER INFORMATION CENTRE:
Pat and Barbara Farmer  0333 006 5255
(10 am to 7 pm UK time) info@morrisregister.co.uk

CHAIRMAN: SECRETARY:
John Ford   01386 832 447 Jim Riglar     0333 006 5521
thechairman@morrisregister.co.uk          secretary@morrisregister.co.uk 

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY:
Office hours: 9 am - 5 pm, Monday to Friday
Christine Haigh    0333 006 5256  membership@morrisregister.co.uk

EDITOR  Rob Symonds  writes:

The Chairman has left me minimal room rhis month, 
but there is just space to acknowledge the very good 

response to last month's plea for material to tide us over the 
winter months. Merry Christmas to everyone, and my heartfelt 
apologies for getting a bit ratty sometimes as I finish off the month's mag! 
There's a New Year's resolution in there somewhere, I think.

T h e  M o r r i s  R e g i s t e r  S p a r e s  S e r v i c e
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rally, let us all know. Our National Rally in August looks likely to be the 
biggest yet with support promised from all the MVA clubs and a spectacular 
programme of events which I am sure we will all enjoy  (no pressure then 
Ben!) Have a look at the new website: David Allanson our new webmaster 
has added a great front page advertisement for the event, so dust off those 
"winkle pickers"* and mini skirts and dress for the occasion! (*long pointed 
shoes for those that still possess them!).
Finally, 2020 may be the last for me as Chairman. I will have had ten of the 
most enjoyable years of my life as head of this great club, sadly my health 
problems might dictate that I have to stand down from a role that I enjoy 
immensely. Anyone who feels that they have the time and can continue 
to help keep the club moving forward for the future then please let the 
secretary or myself know. I have found the role very rewarding  and have 
met and made friends with some wonderful people during my tenure. 
Being able to converse with people is the main criterion. Full support will 
be given by myself and others. This is not urgent as yet, but having the 
right candidate is more important.
Have a great Christmas everyone and a Happy Motoring New Year.
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MORRIS REGISTER YOUNG MEMBERS INITIATIVE

Having completed two successful loan periods with our 1939 Morris Eight Series E tourer, it is already time to start 
the selection process to find a suitable car enthusiast for the 2020 loan period. The sifting of candidates to select a 

nominee will be undertaken in the new year. There have already been a number of applications from members of the 
public, some of which were late applicants this year and seeking inclusion for the 2020 loan. 
As was the case this year, the intention is to hand over a fully serviced car, with MoT and fully insured, from April until 
October to the successful applicant at the Practical Classics Classic Car and Restoration Show at the NEC in March. If 
you know of a younger member of the public who may be interested, then ask them to contact me by email: secretary@
morrisregister.co.uk and I will send then an application form. All applications should be with me by 22nd February 
2020.
With the festive season rapidly approaching, may I, on behalf of the National Committee, wish all members a Merry 
Christmas and Happy New Year.

SECRETARY
J im Rig larSecretary’s Spot

THORESBY DIAMOND THOUGHTS

As we reach the end of yet another year, we reach a real milestone for the Morris 
Register as we celebrate 60 years of this wonderful and friendly club. 

Of course, probably the biggest celebration (no pressure!) to be held during 2020 
will be the Diamond Jubilee rally at Thoresby 7/8/9th August 2020. Make sure when 
you get your new diaries in the coming weeks or from under the Christmas (sorry 
had to mention the “C” word) tree that you get the rally written in in permanent 
marker. 
We are being joined by the other Morris and Morris affiliated clubs for the weekend 
and we should show them that it is the members that have made the club such 
a success over the last 60 years and show them some truly great Morris Register 
hospitality.
As I mentioned last month for one year only entry for Morris Register members who 
pre-book is FREE! So, what are you waiting for? download the entry form and send 
it to me. Rally entry forms now available the website rally page.
Continuing the 60’s theme, we now have a Beatles tribute act booked for Saturday evening. I saw these guys play at an 
event in the summer and they really were very good. 
If you are arriving on Friday make sure you get booked in for the Curry Nnight in the marquee followed by the inaugural 
Gravity racing championships. Perhaps this could be an inter-region challenge?
Entry forms and menus are available on the rally website page.
In recent years the rally has had a charity of the year and funds from the raffle have been donated to this cause. If anyone 
has any suggestions for 2020 please let me know.
There will be plenty of other things happening over the weekend which will be updated on the website as they are 
confirmed.
That’s all from me for now. Until next month Have a fantastic Christmas and a happy and Prosperous New Year.

NATIONAL RALLY
ORGANISER
Ben Gadsby

Thoresby Thoughts

We are still working on a few teething issues but hopefully you should have started seeing some of the improvements 
and suggestions that have been made by our members. There have been a few new pages uploaded over the last 

few weeks but if you have any information or any dates of car shows in 2020 you think would be of interest please let me 
know and I can upload the details for everyone to see.
The numbers have been really impressive since the new website went live in September:

WEBMASTER
David  A l lansonWeb Wisdom
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Also available
on the Morris Register 

stand at NEC Classic Car 
Show, Birmingham

8-10 November

MORRIS REGISTER CHRISTMAS CARDS
Available , while stocks last,

from the Club Shop:
http://morrisregister.co.uk/club-shop/

0333 006 5255
£4 per pack of 8, with envelopes

(one of each design)
plus postage £1 per pack

(for 2+ pack postage please ring)

What’s it  Worth?1940? Eight
Series E Tourer

Offered for sale on eBay, where the vendor states:
"Rare 4 seat tourer in need of restoration. Bonnet, floor pans, doors and grille in place but not fastened (for photo purposes).
Body and chassis are solid (few dents and scratches).
Engine has not been started for 12 months but runs sweet. Few body parts missing. No log book but easy enough to get a new 
one."

Answer on page 46



The last few weeks have not been as hectic getting out and 
about with the loan car as the autumn and wintery weather has 

now started, but with the biggest show of the year time was spent 
cleaning the car ready to be shown at the NEC in Birmingham.
On Thursday 7th November I waited for the morning work traffic 
to clear before setting off for the Lancaster Insurance Classic Motor 
Show at the NEC in Birmingham. The morning was rather fresh so 
I wrapped up warm for the 94 mile journey. I headed out west on 
the A505 towards Baldock as I wanted to avoid the motorways.
From Baldock I then went along the A507 past RAF Henlow and 
RAF Chicksands before driving through Milton Keynes to drive 
North on the A5.  Driving past the racecourse of Towcester before 
turning on to the A45 at Road Weedon for the final leg of the 
journey. The A45 took me through the city of Coventry where I 
had a quick refill as the fuel gauge was fluctuating between empty 
and a 1/4.  
Arriving at the NEC Birmingham 2 hours 50 minutes after departing I had to make my way to Gate 2 where I joined 
a queue of parked classic vehicles waiting to drive into the six halls. Once we received the clearance for our line of 
vehicles we passed through a security check driving around the 
back of the hall eventually arriving at Hall 4. After being directed 
into the wrong door I had to reverse back up causing the queue 
of vehicles behind to all reverse back. Eventually arriving at the 
Morris Register stand I was greeted by our Chairman, John, who 
had been busy preparing the stand ready for the display vehicles.
On Sunday 10th we had a look around the show, with plenty of 
vehicles to see from a 100 year old Wolseley through to a modern 
day classic of a MG Maestro. The highlight of the show other than 
the Morris vehicles was the 1928 Volvo ÖV4 which was their very 
first production vehicle and now with only 10 left in the world.  
This vehicle had just been meticulously restored over the last 12 
months by experts in Sweden. As the show was didn't finish until 
17:00 we decided to stay overnight at the NEC so we were driving 
in the daylight.
Back at the NEC on Monday 11th we made our way back into Hall 
4 where we picked the loan car back up. We decided to take the 
same route back. However, making our way through Daventry I heard a clonking noise coming from the O/S/F of the 
vehicle so I pulled over into a lay-by to check the underneath. On inspection I found the O/S/F lever arm shock absorber 
had come unbolted from the chassis with both nuts and one bolt was missing. As I had no spare parts with me I decided 
to telephone the AA which calls itself the 4th emergency service, but after waiting 20 minutes for them to answer the 
telephone I was then informed that a patrolman will be with us in 
approximately 3 hours. At this time I remembered that Lancaster 
Insurance, who have kindly provided the Morris Register with the 
insurance, also provided us with recovery. Lancaster answered the 
phone immediately and then within an hour assistance was on 
hand with CMG. Sean the technician went out and sourced some 
bolts and within 45 minutes I was back on the road heading back 
home to Royston. Hopefully I will not need assistance in the future 
but I know which telephone number I will be calling.  
Thank you all once again for this opportunity to look after and 
drive the Morris Register Loan Vehicle.
Remember if you are a follower of Facebook please like http://
www. facebook.com/morrisreg if not, don’t worry, as there will be 
regular updates in the Morris Monthly.                     David Allanson

Younger Members Initiative

Loan Car Insurance 
kindly donated by

6
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NO. MEMBER       LOCATION eMAIL  CAR DETAILS

11167 Mark &
Jane Annett Gloucc GL55 mark.annett@talk21.com 1937 Eight Series 1 4 Door saloon

13366 Christopher &
Pauline Reynolds Bristol BS39 retropedro@hotmail.co.uk  

13682 Frank Ferrugia Malta MLH 1021 francof1981@gmail.com 1935 Eight Pre Series Tourer

14633 Paul &
Mark Schofield Lancs BB4 p.schofield@mmu.ac.uk 1936 Eight Series 1 4 Door sliding head

14634 William Wilson Wigtownshire DG9 wjwilson84@gmail.com 1934 Ten Four
Pre Series 2 Seater

14635 Christian Woodall W.Yorks WF9 woodallbrosmot@gmail.com 1937  

14636 Michael Norfolk Suffolk BN41 mikejnorfolk@yahoo.co.uk  

14637 David Westwood Suffolk IP3 wes@sbvictor.co.uk 1947 Ten Series M 4 Door sliding head

14638 Rodney &
Andrea Sproson Cheshire SK6 rodsproson@gmail.com 1936 Eight Series 1 Tourer

14639 Christopher &
Victoria Brookes W.Midlands WV6 christopherbrookes1959@

gmail.com 1935 Eight Series 1 Tourer

14640 Willie Parker &
Jean Hall Fermanagh BT92 jean.hall0304@yahoo.co.uk  

14641 Clive &
Kathleen Brooke S.YorksS36 kbrooke770@sky.com 1938 Eight  Series 2 4 Door saloon

14642 Laurence Burt &
Catherine Rabagliati

Bath &
N.E. Somerset BS31 lauenceburt@hotmail.com 1946 Eight Series E 2 Door sliding head

14643 Martyn Rogers Lancs BB6 m383rogers@btinternet.com 1935 Eight Series 1 4 Door sliding head

14644 Richard &
Val Hartley Northants NN12 richard.m.hartley@

btinternet.com  

14645 Simon Minnitt Lincs LN1 simon@bendabit.com 1938 Eight Series 2 Saloon

14647 Michael &
John Wilks Bucks SL8 magicalmike@talk21.com 1937 Eight Series 2 2 Door saloon

14648 Fintan Foley Kerry V92TC9H
Ireland fintanf@hotmail.com 1942 Eight Series Z 5 cwt Post Office van

14649 Mark T. Boldry &
Anita M. McHowicz North Yorkshire HG5 mark26r@hotmail.com 10/4

Oxford
Pickup
Saloon

14650 Jon &
Judith Whitehouse W.Sussex PO10 jonwhitehouse170@gmail.com 1937 Eight Series 1 Saloon

14651 Baari &
Sabri Ismail Bucks SL9 bari12@hotmail.co.uk  

14652 Ian Spurr &
Ann Woodhouse Leices LE19 ann.woodhouse18@gmail.com  

14653 Stefan Maeder Switzerland 2575 info@britishintercars.ch 1935 Eight Series 1 Tourer

14654 Anthony Morgan Oxfordshire OX29 tony@akmorgan.biz  

14655 Andy Rust &
Mark Williams Suffolk IP12 andy.e83w@btinternet.com 1937 Twelve Series 2 Sliding head

14656 Kenneth &
Hilary Mason W.Yorkshire LS16 hilandken@hotmail.co.uk  

14657 Hubert Manske  Germany 38528 manske_hubert@webunderline.de  

14658 Tom Laufersweiler  Germany 35396 wb-ips@t-online.de 1938 Eight Series 2 2 Door sliding head

14659 Roman Dufek Germany 90579 roman@kabelmail.de 1932 Isis 4 Door Saloon

14660 Don &
Lyn Swift Notts NG10 dswift984@gmail.com 1933 Minor Saloon

14661 Ian Parrott West Sussex RH14 fabriweld@btinternet.com 1937 Eight Series 1 Tourer

New and returning 
members Warm Welcome
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C l u b  S h o p SHOPKEEPER
Barbara  Farmer

MORRIS REGISTER CLUB SHOP
UK Residents can order on-line via our e-shop facility or using the order form.

 Non-UK enquiries/orders please contact the club shop manager.
If you need assistance, the club shop manager is available 10.00 am – 6.00 pm (GMT winter/

GMT+1 summer) Monday to Friday: tel. 0333 006 5255 (+44 333 006 5255)
 You can contact Barbara Farmer at any time by email: clubshop@morrisregister.co.uk

ADDITIONS/p&p CHANGES IN RED
MEN'S

POLO SHIRT
Sizes:  S to XXXL
Colours: Navy
 Royal
 Bottle
 Burgundy
 White

£17.50 each
+ £3.25 p&p

WOMEN'S
POLO SHIRT

Sizes:  S to XXXL
Colours: Navy
 Royal
 Bottle
 Burgundy
 White

£16.50 each
+ £3.25 p&p

WATERPROOF
JACKET

Sizes:  S to XXXL
Colours: Navy

£40 each
+ £5 p&p

MEN'S FLEECE
Sizes:  S to XXXXL
Colours: Navy
 Royal
 Bottle
 Classic Red
 Burgundy

£22.50 each
+ £3.25 p&p

WOMEN'S FLEECE
Sizes:  S to XXXXL
Colours: Navy
 Royal
 Bottle
 Classic Red
 Burgundy

£22.50 each
+ £3 p&p

 WORKCOAT

Sizes:  S to XXL
Colours: Navy

£23.50 each
+ £4 p&p

OVERALLS
Sizes:  S to 

XXXXXL
Colours: Navy

£27.50 each
+ £5 p&p

HI-VIS
JACKET

Sizes:  S/M to XXL

£5 each
+ £1.75 p&p for 1

+ £3.25 p&p for 2 to 6
TEA TOWEL

£5 each
+ £1.75 p&p for 1

+ £3.25 p&p for 2 to 6

MANUALS

Morris Eight Information Manual £10 + £1.80 p&p

Morris Ten Information Manual £10 + £1.80 p&p

Morris Minor Information Manual £10 + £1.80 p&p

The Complete Morris Minor £17 + £3.25 p&p
(including CD)

BOOKS etc
Morris Cars: The First 35 Years £3 + £1.40 p&p
Morris Commercials: The First Years £3 + £1.40 p&p
Notepad and pen £3.50 + £1.40 p&p
60 Years Mug £7.50 + £2.50 p&p
Morris: The Cars and the Company  £27.50 + £4 p&p
(not illustrated)

PERSONALISATION OF SOME ITEMS OF CLOTHING IS POSSIBLE AT EXTRA COST:
PLEASE CONTACT AS ABOVE FOR DETAILS
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MR Bar Badge £10 + £1.40 p&p

Jubilee Car Badge  £5  + £1.40 p&p

Cloth Badge £3  + £1 p&p

Pocket Knife £5  + £1.40 p&p

MVA Key Fob £2.50  +  £1 p&p

MR Key Fob £3  + £1 p&p

MR Lapel Badge £1.50  + £1 p&p

Club Pen £2 + £1 p&p  

MVA Pen £1.50  + £1 p&p

MVA LED Torch £3  + £1 p&p

Drive-it-Day Plaque £4.95  + £2 p&p

(not illustrated)

ORDER FORM
CUT OUT or SCAN COPY 

   ITEM         SIZE COLOUR QUANTITY PRICE EACH SUB TOTAL

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY IN BLOCK CAPITALS

Postage and Packing

TOTAL ENCLOSED

Prices are current October 2019, but are subject to 
change without notice.
Goods supplied are not for resale.

ORDER CHECKLIST
1. MR membership number quoted
2. Cheque made payable to Morris Register
3. Correct p and p included
4. Post to:  MR Club Shop
  130 Glendon Road
  Rothwell
  Kettering
  NN14 6BT

RETURN ADDRESS LABEL (please write clearly)

NAME ....................................................

ADDRESS ....................................................

  .................................................... 
 
  ....................................................

POSTCODE ....................................................

Shopping Bag £8 + £3.25 p&p

Umbrellas - Large £12  (p&p on request)

Ties £8 + £1 p&p

Caps £8.50 + £1.80 p&p
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Auction Action
Historics Auctioneers

23 November
Merceded Benz World

"This lovely flatnose radiator 
example of this attractive 

classic is finished in black with 
black leather seating including 
the dickey seat and comes with its 
black hood. The present vendor 
has owned the car for 11 years 
and it was the subject of a nut 
and bolt restoration prior to his 
ownership. It has won numerous 
awards which come with the 
vehicle and there are many 
old MoT test certificates from 
1988 until they were no longer 
required. The present owner has 
had the car in dry storage whilst in 
his ownership, starting it regularly. 
A fun classic which will always 
turn heads and bring a smile to 
faces wherever it goes. Fun!"

LAST MONTH:
SVA AUCTION, DORSET
1933 10/4 Coupé sold for £7000 + 
8% buyer's premium

1939 Eight series E saloon sold for 
£3800 + 8% buyer's premium

Peter Best Insurance Services Ltd
Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. 
Registration No. 307045 | Registered in England No. 2210270 
Peter Best Insurance Services Limited, 180 High Street, Kelvedon, Essex CO5 9JD

 

 
 

Most of our classic policies include free agreed valuations,
 roadside assistance and recovery within UK/EU, limited mileage

 options and discounts for multiple car ownership.

visit: www.classiccarinsurance.co.uk 
email: info@classiccarinsurance.co.uk

 01376 574000
call now for an instant quote

 

ask us today about our classic 
car and bike insurance cover.

classic car insurance
PBIS specialises in classic car insurance, as well as insurance for other 
collectable classic vehicles. We have been arranging insurance for your 

classics for over 30 years, so we know what is important to you.
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John's JottingsJohn Nagle
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Apart from a little bit of cut and paste by the editor (Rob, I am joking) Morris 
Monthly depends on subscribers of articles, etc., to contribute to an excellent 

read so it was nice to see Simon’s post which shows that these contributions are 
appreciated: Writer's Chalice: “I would like to say a huge thank you to The Morris 
Register and those in charge for awarding the ‘Writer's Chalice’ to the ‘Differential 
Rebuild’ article I was involved in. It was gratification alone that the magazine felt it 
worthy of inclusion over so may months, but to receive the attached cup was a huge 
privilege, and an opportunity for my greatest skill… POLISHING! A big thank you and 
credit must obviously go to Eddie Tregunno who was responsible for furnishing and 
demonstrating knowledge, equipment and processes; as well as Richard Fuller whose 
editorial skill sharpens and hones my writings. I hope this article will help those in the 
future and thank you Eddie and Richard for your support and invaluable input and 
to the Register for this annual award.” Dave: “It’s a very well deserved award. Many 
if not most folk in the MR are not experts in maintaining older vehicles, and your 
articles written from the layman’s perspective will have encouraged other members 
to tackle jobs that they may not have previously considered possible. For me one 
of the important things the club has to deliver, is ensuring future generations who 
will not have had any exposure that vehicle ownership involves getting their hands 
dirty! Classic car ownership with support from a club is practical and rewarding. Keep 
writing!” Andrew: “Congrats Simon and Eddie!” Bob: “Well done Simon. I was well 
chuffed when I won the Chalice a couple or so years ago for my Forum Reviews. Like how you acknowledged the help 
received from Superhero Eddie and Richard Fuller.” Rob the MM editor: “Apologies for not polishing the trophy, Simon. 
It only came back from engraving late on the Friday before the AGM!” Richard: “Good show, Simon. If there were a 
Photographer’s Chalice you’d deserve that as well for the many excellent illustrations that make the written word so 
much clearer.” And finally Grumpyjohn: “Brilliant news! Well deserved for the excellent articles that have been written 
by yourself with the indispensable guidance of the genius that is Eddie Tregunno!”

I like to include something new in my Forum Reviews. This was definitely the case with this post from Dave, New Morris 
Commercial J "E" Type Van: “Apparently a Worcestershire 
based firm has acquired the “Morris Commercial” brand 
rights and logo, and is about to launch an electric version of 
the J type van. From the write up it appears these are new 
vehicles with a carbon fibre body.” Dave included links to 
the manufacturer’s web site and to a Top Gear article. The 
Top Gear article explained that a British group of investors 
has secured the rights to the Morris Commercial brand 
name which was last seen on a British Leyland vehicle in 
1968. They intended to launch a Morris JE, a 21st century 
remake of the Morris J Type van. It will be a completely 
new retro-styled commercial electric van with carbon fibre 
body. Richard D: “Extraordinary! If this were April I’d have 
thought it a wind up!” Andy: “I thought exactly the same! I 
had to check the date twice to confirm it wasn’t the first of 
April. It’s a Morris in name only and absolutely nothing else. 
With electric drive and carbon fibre construction it’s going 
to be expensive and I just can’t see who this is supposed to 
be aimed at.” Richard F: “Why are they afraid of showing 
us what it really looks like, with those stupid dark images 
(see picture right)? Even from those it’s clear that it has only 
a passing resemblance to the original, so it’s a completely 
new modern vehicle. Resurrecting the Morris Commercial 
name seems utterly pointless.” Later, more detailed pictures 
have emerged, see next page. Prometheus: “Who knows… 
maybe an electric Morris 8 next…” Bob: “Acquiring a known 
but defunct trade name can be a good business move. 
Morris was one of the major names in its day. However that 
day was a long long time ago, apart from us old guys not sure 
if the name will have much impact nowadays. I would be 
surprised if anyone will ever adopt the British Leyland trade 
name.” Chris: “Sinclair C5 clone perhaps?” Back to Dave 

October on the Forum
Bob WilliamsForum Files

Above: the new Morris Commercial J "E"
Below: the real thing
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to finish the post with more information “I did a bit of digging... 
and we have the Chinese to thank for this venture, specifically Dr 
Qu Li. She was involved (controversially) in the final days of MG 
Rover, with her father picking up the rights to use the MG logo 
and who now produces MG’s cars (including an electric version) 
that have no historic MG DNA. Dr Qu Li also bought LDV vans, 
she transferred production to China and owns the UK import and 
distribution rights. Interestingly she also owns a company called 
Multidrive, they are based in Evesham and have been making 
specialist vehicles, such as multi wheel drive lorries for the Army 
for over 40 years and specialist trailers; this is where the all new 
Morris Commercials are based. So they appear to have business 
acumen, financial and engineering resources, like it or not, it looks 
as if they are serious.”

Bob posted Distributor Condenser: “The car ran happily of 20 
miles or so but when hot the engine on my E can take it upon itself 
to stop when engine revs are down (traffic lights, junctions, etc.) 
Unfortunately there is another problem which is the reluctance of 
the car, when hot, to restart. A friend has given me a condenser 
for the distributor. I was thinking of connecting this one to the 
terminal screw outside of the distributor housing whilst still leaving 
the existing condenser in place.” DaveB was the first to reply: “I 
put my condenser onto the CB side of the coil and earthed it on 
one of the coil bolts. It’s out of the heat from the engine and has 
done me very good service for many MANY thousands of miles.” 
Bob then queried: “Connect to CB side of coil! This leads me to 
another question. I had fitted a new Viper coil but terminals are 
marked + & –. Morris wiring diagram has coil terminals as CB & 
SW. How do I relate that to the coil markings? Car starts wired 
both ways. Which is correct?” DaveL included in his post a link to 
a technical article on the Forum that explained coil markings but 
also commented “I’d be inclined to look at the rotor arm, from the 
picture it looks like one of the problematic “riveted” type; when hot 
the insulation breaks down HT and leaks via the rivet, resulting in a 
weak spark with the symptoms you describe.” DaveB also explains 
“If you have – earth it would go onto – side of the coil. If + earth it 
would go onto + side, hope this is clear.” (It was). Robert: “Yes, I’d 
also suspect that rotor arm, Bob – get a good one from Dizzy Doc. 
And a condenser from him too…”
Heinz: “Stops when engine revs are down! When that occurs, please check the coil temperature. If it is too hot to touch 
comfortably, you most likely have a GND problem. The GND problem can be engine/distributor to chassis or battery 
to chassis, but it very likely is there.” John: “The answers already given are excellent but may I add to the information? 
Engine stopping and poor restart when hot are common problems in the old-car world and most clubs seem to put it 
down to modern fuel.” Bob concludes: “Checked the coil connections and it was wrong. Changed cables over so the 
distributor cable ran to + terminal. Fitted a spare condenser to the + terminal of the coil with earth to coil bracket. Been 
for a 40 mile run today and had no problems, car did not die at road junctions and started when asked too. I am not 
claiming problem sorted as our cars still have some tricks waiting to jump on us. The Ignition Coil Technical article was 
interesting.”
Bob (another one) posted: M8 Pre S Slipping clutch. “Poor Madge has a slipping clutch. Is there anything I should 
check first before pulling her apart to get the gearbox out?” There were many replies and suggestions. I liked Mike’s 
method of testing: “You can do a test to see if there is much life left in the clutch, assuming you have a used one in there. 
Park on a gradient and engage first gear with the engine off then apply pressure to the clutch, if you roll away with little 
or almost no movement of the pedal the clutch is all but expired and will have to come out.” Bob updated us: “Having 
subjected my 80 year old bones to grovelling under Madge and adjusting her clutch to give ½" of free play, and test 
driving just now (in the rain!), I found, to my surprise, that I was unable to repeat the slipping clutch syndrome. Whether 
by adjustment or magic I don’t know, but I’m nevertheless grateful that pulling her innards out again has been at least 
postponed.”
If you want to find out more on the mysterious Morris JE van log onto the Forum, go to the relative post and just click on 
the links                     Bob Williams (bob@justwilliams.co.uk)
EDITOR’S NOTE:
Any member intending to act upon advice given in the Forum or to use any products or services mentioned, is strongly 
recommended to read the Morris Register disclaimer at the top of page 3 of Morris Monthly.



should a dirty car be stored for any 
length of time. If facilities for washing 
are not available at the place of storage, 
then select a nice dry day and take the 
car to the nearest Service station and 
arrange for it to be thoroughly washed, 
cleaned and polished.
Particular attention should be given to 

the undercarriage so that all trace of caked mud and 
dirt is removed by the use of a high-pressure hose.
Unless rigid economy has become necessary, the 
opportunity may be taken to have all chassis nipples 
thoroughly lubricated, and the entire undercarriage 
sprayed with penetrating oil. In addition, to prevent 
rust it would be an advantage to have the various 
chassis components such as brake cables, road 
springs and steering joints, etc., painted with old 
engine or gear oil.

Clean Oil
The next recommendation worthy of consideration 
is to have the engine, gearbox and rear axle units 
drained and refilled with the appropriate grades of 
oil. At the same time we can have the tyres, including 
the spare wheel, inflated to the correct pressures.
The car may now be taken to the place of storage. 
If space is limited endeavour to leave walking room 
on one side, and sufficient access at the front for 
manipulation of the starting handle.
When in position remove the air cleaner silencer 
from the carburetter, restart the engine and set the 
throttle to ensure that the engine will run at a fast 
tick over speed (approximately 1000 r.p.m.). Using 
an oilcan, insert engine oil through the carburetter 
until a smoke screen emerges through the exhaust 

pipe. There is no necessity 
to be sparing with the oil. 
The object is to ensure 
that a liberal film of oil 
will reach the cylinder 
bores, and valves, and so 
prevent any damage which 
would arise in the course 
of time throtigh rust from 
condensation.
The next operation lies in 
arranging to relieve the road 
springs from the weight of 
the body and chassis. To 
do this it is necessary to 

THE British Prime Minister has warned the 
country that the Government has prepared for a 

war of three years' duration. It would be as well for 
motorists who have decided that their cars must be 
laid up during hostilities to bear this fact in mind.
A car which has been incorrectly stored away over 
a prolonged period can be literally ruined unless 
adequate precautions have been taken to combat the 
havoc which Father Time can play with a perfectly 
good motorcar.
The writer knows of such a case where a car was 
stored in a barn for a period of eighteen months. 
Everything apparently went well for the first month 
or so. An allegedly Good Samaritan, however, 
came along and, noticing that the dust was laying 
somewhat thick, decided to cover the vehicle with a 
dust sheet. When the sheet was eventually removed, 
to the astonishment of all concerned it was discovered 
that rats had made the interior of the body their 
play- and nesting-ground with the result that all the 
upholstery and trim panels had disappeared, leaving 
only the springs of the seat cushions and squabs. 
The sight of the upholstery springs extended to their 
full length was worse than ghostly.
The first lesson to learn, therefore, is to select a 
suitable building where there will be little chance of 
vermin making the car their household.
The building or garage 
selected should, of course, 
be dry with reasonable 
ventilation.

Concrete Preferred
A concrete floor is 
preferable, although not 
essential, and there should 
be sufficient room to enable 
you to walk all round the 
car. A heated building 
where a reasonable 
temperature is maintained 
is ideal.
Under no circumstances 

Items of  interest
f rom The Morr is  Owner

magaz ine  December  1939
Exactly Eighty

— here are some hints as to 
the steps to take to ensure a 

trouble-free rest period

IF YOU MUST LAY UP YOUR CAR

Thoroughly wash down, paying particular 
attention to the undercarriage, so that all 
caked mud is removed
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place suitable chocks under the 
chassis frame, not under the 
front and back axles.
Select four convenient corners 
of the chassis frame and 
measure the distance from 
the bottom of the frame to 
the ground. Add, say 4 in., to 
each measurement and obtain 
suitable wood packing blocks 
to give the desired height. 
Pillars of good bricks would be 
suitable providing they are so 
arranged that the chassis can 
rest on what could be termed a 
solid foundation. It is well worth 
while spending a little time 
and patience on this operation 
because there is nothing more 
annoying than trying "to do things" on a car which 
is resting on a shaky foundation. Pillars made wood 
blocks 8 in. long by 4 in. thick and 8 in. wide are 
most suitable.
The battery or batteries may now be removed from 
the car, and arrangements made for their attention, 
given later in this article.
If space is not confined the road wheels should 
removed and stacked neatly one on top of the other. 
There is no necessity to release the air from the tubes 
as they will keep better when inflated.
Assuming there is risk of vermin gaining access to 
the place of storage, and providing there is plenty of 
room available, the seat cushions and squabs should 
be removed and wrapped securely with brown paper. 
They can then be suspended from the roof by cords 
equipped with cardboard discs to prevent vermin 
reaching them from the roof.
The idea comes from the method adopted by ships 
when in foreign ports where large discs to prevent 
the passage of rats are attached to the hawsers. 
Failing this suggestion being practicable then the 
seat cushions and squabs should be taken home.

Drain the Petrol
It is most important to drain all petrol from the tank if 
the car is to be stored over a prolonged period. Petrol 
stored in a tank subject to evaporation will quickly 
turn into a gummy substance which, if allowed to 
remain, may in time gum up the entire petrol system.
If petrol in this condition is used to start the engine 

it will reach the valves, causing 
them to stick in their guides. 
The writer is afraid many 
owners will be caught this way 
which will mean valve attention 
being given before the car can 
be used again. Petrol stored 
in an air-tight tin will remain 
stable, so if possible drain the 
contents of the tank into two-
gallon petrol tins.
Don't Forget the Drain Plug

Next drain the radiator, not 
forgetting to open the tap 
or remove the plug from 
the cylinder block if one is 
provided. On engines fitted with 
water pumps after draining the 

engine should be turned by hand 
to ensure that all the water has been removed from 
the pump body.
The car can now be covered with a suitable dust 
sheet, and perhaps a prayer offered asking for 
undisturbed slumber.
When the battery is removed the best course is 
to arrange for it to be thoroughly charged from a 
separate source of supply until its specific gravity 
fails to rise any higher. The charge should then be 
continued for a further three hours. With the top 
and sides wiped clean it should be stored in a cool 
dry place. The plates should be kept covered with 
solution, and a freshening charge given every four 
weeks. This can consist of three or four hours at the 
normal charging rate until the acid gases freely.
If a trickle-charger is available it will be quite suitable 
instead of the monthly charge.

Other Methods
The suggestion is sometimes put forward that the 
battery should be totally discharged once every three 
or four months, and completely re-charged again. 
This practice, however, is not considered necessary 
by the manufacturers.
It has been further suggested that the battery cells 
be opened up and the plates withdrawn and dried. 
This method entails taking into consideration 
several factors which would render it anything but 
a commercial proposition. Where a battery had been 
in use for a reasonable period, in all probability upon 
withdrawal the positive plates would collapse.

Should it be found 
inconvenient to store 
the battery for a lengthy 
period it would be better 
to make use of it, such 
as A.R.P. auxiliary 
lighting, and purchase 
another one when the 
car is again put into 
commission.

Periodical Attention
At frequent intervals of, 
say, once a month, the 
engine should be turned 
over by the starting 

Drain off the petrol into a large container

(Left) The cooling 'water should be run off from 
the radiator and cylinder block after (below right) 
a little oil has been sucked into the cylinders via 
the carburetter intake
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SOLDERING is really a simple 
process if you only stick to the 

rules, which rules are not hard 
to follow. Rule 1 is cleanliness 
and Rule 2 is, after cleaning, 
keeping the oxygen of the air from 
attacking the surface. Rule 2 is 
the more important as the air 
attacks the clean surface, and the 
cleaner the surface of the job the 
more rapid the attack.
It is not necessary to describe 
the "iron", but the size should 
be about 1 in. square and the 
weight about 1 lb. The iron, as 
purchased from the ironmongers, 
is a pointed affair, therefore if you 
have a hacksaw it will be as well to 
take a slanting cut off the end as 
shown in the illustration. By this 
alteration in shape the operator 
will find the end better with which 
to transfer the heat and the solder 
from the iron to the job.

De-oxidising Agent
It is necessary to use a flux in all 
cases of soldering according to 
the type of job, but the average 
motorist will not be wanting to 
tackle soldering to the nth degree, 
therefore it will not be necessary 
to describe all the fluxes in use. 
The flux serves two purposes„ 
firstly to de-oxidise the surface to 
be soldered and secondly to assist 
the solder to cover the desired 
place. An excellent example of this 
action is to watch the "spirits", 
already painted on the job. When 
the iron touches the joint to be 
mended, instead of, as with many 
liquids, forming into globules, the 
spirits will run all over the place, 
assuredly covering the spot and 
acting as forerunner to the solder, 
thus excluding with certainty the 
formation of oxide.
The two fluxes mainly used for 
motorcar repairs are "killed 
spirits" and Fluxite. The latter 
is a paste and can be used for 
electrical repairs. Killed spirits 
can be purchased under the name 
of Baker's Soldering Fluid, and is 

an excellent flux for the purpose 
for which it is made, as it not only 
contains chloride of zinc (killed 
spirits) but other constituents 
definitely aiding the operator. The 
motor owner can make his own 
spirits in the modest quantity 
needed for his use. Obtain from the 
ironmonger a small quantity (less 
than half a pint) of commercial 
hydrochloric acid, commonly 
known as spirits of salts, and 
three parts fill a medicine bottle. 
When at the ironmongers also get 
a piece of sheet zinc (about 8 in. 
square) and strip it up into small 
pieces that will pass through the 
neck.
Place the strips through the neck 
a few at a time, especially at first. 
The unkilled spirits will boil rapidly 
and furiously; also, if too many 
pieces are inserted at a time too 
much heat will be generated and 
the bottle will be likely to crack as 
well as much of the liquid being 
carried over with the escaping 
hydrogen gas.
It is therefore best to place the 
killing bottle out of doors, both 
on account of the fumes and the 
effect on all tools and implements 
of steel in the vicinity of the bottle.
When the zinc strips have 
disappeared, add a few more until 
the liquid can no longer dissolve 
them, then you will be sure the 
spirit is quite dead. This is very 
important, as all fluxes must have 
some corrosive action, but the less 
the better for the average soldering 
job.

Spare the Flux
Remember also that the less flux 
used the better, especially as all 
traces of it must be removed if 
the repair is to be lasting. There 
is an idea that unless the job is an 
electrical one there is no necessity 
to wash off the residue of the flux 
used, but it is wrong. A cheap 
and good flux for electrical work 
is resin dissolved in methylated 
spirit, but it is not so easy to 

manipulate as Fluxite. The 
solution can be painted on the job 
with a small brush, thus leaving a 
very fine covering of resin when the 
methylated spirit has evaporated. 
Note here that the resin is used as 
a dry flux, whereas with spirits the 
process is wet. If the job remains 
on the bench too long before being 
operated upon, the spirits dries 
up, leaving crystals which are 
more than likely to be trapped 
under the solder and, like moths, 
go on merrily with the task of 
eating away your handiwork.
To revert to the killed spirits, 
when satisfied with the killing and 
the result has cooled off, pour it 
into a small gallipot very carefully 
so that it is a clear liquid and at 
such a height that it will coverithe 
"tinned" portion of the iron. Once 
again you are warned not to dip 
the hot iron into the pot with your 
best tools on the bench.
Having shaped the iron to 
requirements, place it in the vice 
and file the portion to be tinned, 
then put it on the gas stove to heat 
up for the tinning. This is not a 
very easy job as it is necessary to 
gauge the correct heat so that it 
oxidises more slowly than you take 
to complete the task of tinning.

SOLDERING — is a job you can do yourself 
in the interests of economy

handle. If top gear is engaged this will not only 
ensure that the working parts of the engine receive 
fresh lubrication, but the gears in the gearbox and 
rear axle will also benefit materially in this respect.
If the sparking plugs are removed the engine will 

turn over more easily, and consequently more speed 
will be gained. Their removal will also permit oil to be 
injected into the cylinders from a syringe or ordinary 
oilcan.
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Do not lay the end of the iron in 
the gas flame but only the main 
body of the copper. Firstly, the gas 
will form an oxide which you will 
find difficulty in removing rapidly; 
also it is the main body of the iron 
that needs the heat, as it is the 
reservoir that supplies the tinned 
end, and not the other way round. 
Even when the iron is properly 
tinned, the gas flame will burn the 
tinned surface and you will have 
to be continually treating the iron 
on account of the burnt solder 
created by your carelessness.
When the untinned iron is turning 
blue it is time to tin it. As we have 
not heated the iron more than 
necessary, we wish to retain that 
heat as long as possible; therefore 
we place a piece of wood in the vice 
on which to rest the iron so that 
our heat is conserved as much 
as possible. Rub a piece of emery 
cloth over the already tiled surface 
and immediately touch the place 
with the stick of solder that has 
been dipped in the spirits. The 
iron should be sufficiently hot to 
melt the solder and cover the re-
cleaned portion. Turn the iron and 
do the same with another side and 
then the remaining sides and the 
tip as well. A soft piece of cloth 
dipped in the spirits rubbed over 
the surface should complete the 
tinning to your entire satisfaction.

Conserve the Heat
As the piece of wood in the vice 
is to conserve heat, it is unwise 
to dip the iron in the flux to tin 
it, as the flux will cool off the iron 
too much. Another way in which 
the iron can be tinned is to have 
a piece of sheet tin on the bench 
already wetted with a drop or two 
of the spirits. As soon as the iron is 
cleaned the second time rub it on 
the tin, at the same time adding a 
little solder and turning each side 
to the sheet tin, until all sides are 
correctly tinned. You can also add 
a little more spirits with the aid of 
a thin stick of soft wood. With the 
iron properly tinned, go at once 
and wash your hands two or three
to eliminate all traces of the spirit. 
otherwise everything you touch u
top have fingerprints of rust. On 
top of this your fingers will feel 
uncomfortable and hard and less 
sensitive to touch a very important 
feature in handicaft. Much 
need not be told about solder 
itself, excepting that it should 

be purchased at a reliable shop.
The quality you require is "Best 
Tinman's Solder", and should be 
bought in small sticks. The price 
is slightly higher than the larger 
sticks but more economical in use, 
therefore costing less in the long 
run. A fair test is to bend the stick 
near the ear, when it will be heard 
to crackle. The crackling is caused 
by the tin particles in the solder, 
therefore if there is no crackle 
there is little tin and the solder is 
no good for your purpose. If the 
solder is not up to standard, the 
beginner, not readily recognising 
the poor quality, will have a double 
difficulty with his first job.

Joining a Union
A representative task is the 
repair of a petrol pipe, which may 
break off at the nipple where it 
is attached to the carburetter or 
pump. All copper pipe, after a 
time, crystallises, and it is because 
of this that the point of fracture is 
where the pipe is held rigidly by 
the nipple and the union nut. The 
union nut should be removed and 
the nipple should be held over 
the gas with an old pair of pliers 
and sufficiently heated to extract 
the broken piece of pipe; whilst 
hot the surplus solder should be 
wiped off.
If the nipple is damaged it is better 
to get another, but do not try to 
tin it as the pipe will do that quite 
satisfactorily. If the nipple has 
been overheated it cannot be used 
again as the solder has turned 
into what is called "dross", and 
become so hard that even a file 
will scarcely touch it.
Remove the petrol pipe from the 
engine and file the broken end off 
square and run the file around 
the end so that there are no burrs 
thereon. Try the pipe in the nipple, 
which it should fit just nicely. 

"Just nicely" means a push fit and 
not a sloppy fit which will permit 
the hot solder to run right through 
the joint and fill up the end of the 
nipple. Heat the pipe to a red heat 
for about six inches to anneal it, 
and allow to cool. It can be dipped 
in water, but the rapid cooling 
will produce scale both inside 
and outside the pipe and perhaps 
lead to mysterious carburation 
troubles in the near future. After 
the pipe has cooled right off so 
that It can ,be held by the fingers 
with ease, clean about
one inch at the end with emery 
cloth and dip the pipe in the flux. 
The iron has been heated on the 
gas ring to just under red heat, 
no more, dipped in the spirits 
to clean it, a little solder applied 
and then rubbed on the pipe end 
until it has covered it with solder. 
Immediately wipe off the soldered 
end of the pipe with a piece of 
clean rag, leaving it in a condition 
as though it had been plated.
Allow to cool, otherwise the heated 
pipe will at once dry the spirits 
into crystals when dipped, and 
bring about the trouble mentioned 
earlier.
Dip the pipe end in the spirits and 
fit on the nipple. Place a piece of 
wood in the vice on which to rest 
the nipple and hold the other end 
of the pipe so that it can easily be 
"twiddled" around in the fingers 
and completely presented to the 
iron.
Apply the iron to the spot where 
the edge of the nipple and the pipe 
meet. The solder on the iron will 
immediately run down between 
nipple and pipe.
If you feel that you have too much 
solder on the iron, remove it and 
flick, or shake, the iron and again 
apply, this time to reheat the 
solder you have applied and form 
a neat fillet around the edge of the 
nipple. To do the job properly one 
should not have to wipe off any 
solder at all. If you have applied 
too much heat it may be that the 
solder has run down on to the 
wood pad as it would have done if 
the nipple were too loose a fit.
In such cases the solder will have 
to be drilled out of the pipe, and 
the warning is given that any 
drillings should be thoroughly 
washed out to assure a clear pipe 
before refitting to the engine.Nipple and pipe in section, showing 

the shouldered joint

Do not allow the flame to come In
contact with the tinned tip of the
copper bit
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Every motorist 
appreciates a gift 
for his car. Here are 
some suggestions for 
articles of real utility

MOTORING CHRISTMAS PRESENTS

WITH things as they are 
at the moment of writing 

these notes, it would seem to 
be bordering on the fatuous to 
discuss the subject of Christmas 
goodwill, but nevertheless I 
am going to try and make out a 
case for the Christmas present 
as usual as between motorists. 
I have repeatedly pointed out 
in these columns on previous 
anniversaries that the motorist is 
in a fortunate position as regards 
a choice of suitable offerings.
With each and every motorist 
on our roads today, whether 
they be doctors, commercial 
organisation representatives, civil 
defence workers, or any others 
who have need of their cars as 
vital means of communication, 
there is one aspect of motoring 
that is paramount — economy of 
running. Anything that we can 
find, therefore, that might be of 
assistance in the great drive for 
all-round efficiency and economy 
should take pride of place in our 
list of possible presents.

KEEPING IT WARM
With the Winter on hand, one 
of the first things that come to 
mind is proper conservation of 
engine heat. Radiator muffs are 
immediately thought of, and of 
these there is an ample choice. 
Auster, Baycliff, Miller, Oyler 
and Weathershields 
are names that at once 
suggest themselves, and 
all have a wide range of 
models to offer:
Radiator heating lamps 
also should not be 
forgotten in the hunt 

The Neeta 
heater is a 
"Nesthill" 
production, and 
an economical 
electric radiator
warmer

Schrader's balloon tyre gauge can be 
conveniently carried in the pocket

for possible presents, and in this 
connection it might be as well 
to bear in mind that electrically 
heated models may well find the 
more favour now that fuels are 
rationed, and (conversely) that 
current is not. The makers of 
these accessories which may be 
confidently recommended are 
many, and among them may be 
mentioned Desmo, E. H. Hill, P. 
& H. Ltd., and S. Smith & Sons 
(Motor Accessories) Ltd.
Sound advice respecting the 
attainment of maximum m.p.g. 
is to keep one's tyres inflated 
to the makers' recommended 
pressures, and for this purpose a 
reliable tyre gauge is a necessity. 
In these lazy days, of course, 
tyre testing is usually done at 
the service station, but there is 
everything to be said for satisfying 
oneself that pressures are right. 
Pocket pressure gauges are quite 
inexpensive, and Schrader or 
Kismet models are thoroughly 
sound investments and make, 
invariably, acceptable gifts.
Talking of tyre inflation, there is 
a little gadget of Schrader's that 
takes all the labour out of the 
job, and is well worth including in 
your list of presents. I mean their 
engine-operated spark plug pump, 
which I believe costs 14s. 6d. and 
is jolly well worth it. 

LAMP MASKS
The Home Office lighting 
regulations have succeeded in 
getting most of us in a flat spin, 
more or less, whilst the folk who 
framed them were in process of 
making up their minds as to how 
much they would allow us not to 
see, so that it may well be that 
there are some among our friends 
who have not become possessed 
of the finally approved pattern of 
headlamp masks, even at this late 
stage. If so, may I suggest that 
Lucas's and others now offer nicely 
finished screens which are easy 
of attachment and inexpensive 
to buy. You must, of course, 
be familiar with the particular 
pattern of lamp before you order, 
and some of you may not know 
that there is a special design 
marketed for the wing headlamps 
of the Series "E" Morris Eight. Our 
friends the Weathershield people 
also make a good approved type of 
lamp mask.

(Left) 
Weathershields' 
neat Muffette for 
Morris cars

(Right) is an illustration of their 
headlamp mask
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CORNWALL'S COUNTERPART — A Wolseley drophead 
coupé on the causeway connecting Mont St. Michel 
with the mainland of Normandy

OLD AGE IS DANGER AGE

HOW much of the September increase in road 
fatalities was due to elderly people not staying at 

home in the 'black-out'?" asks the National "Safety 
First" Association.
Fatalities to adult pedestrians increased by 275 per cent. 
compared with September of 1938 and represented 73 
per cent. of the total increase.
The Association has been examining inquest reports 
of "black-out" accidents to pedestrians. A striking fact 
revealed has been the alarming proportion of elderly 
victims. A series of reports recently investigated disclosed 
that approximately one-third of the victims were over 
seventy, one-third between sixty and seventy, and one-
sixth between fifty and sixty, only one-sixth being under 
fifty. Another series of reports showed somewhat similar 
results, 77 per cent, of pedestrian victims being over 
fifty and 23 per cent. under fifty.
There seems to be abundant evidence that if people of 
advanced years had refrained from going out at night 
except when absolutely necessary the increase reported 
by the Minister of Transport might have been greatly 
reduced.

WE MAY BE RIGHT

AT the time of going to press it seems to be more or 
less established that the new headlamp masks may 

be used on either side at the discretion of the motorist. 
The war-time lighting question, however, has been 
attended with such insufferable confusion that one 
cannot make a definite statement.

The complete edition of The Morris Owner for December 1939 is available as a pdf on the website.
Other items of interest include:
• Stones - Legendary and Historic
• One Christmas Day in Lyme Regis
• Dodging the Weather

ENTERTAINING THE TROOPS

THE Morris Motors Band, under the direction 
of Mr. S. V. Wood, B.B.C.M., recently gave a 

very successful concert to the troops and A.T.S. 
"somewhere in England."
The programme, which was a popular one, was 
very much appreciated, and included several 
well-known chorus songs, in which the audience 
heartily joined.

A ROYAL ESCORT — Three Morris Eight tourers, part 
of a fleet of fifteen comprised in a unit of the British 
Columbia Hussars escorting their Majesties as they 
toured Vancouver this year. The picture shows the cars 
passing through Edmonds, a suburb of the city

GIANT NEW HIGHWAY PROJECT

BECAUSE they consider that American motorists 
are beginning to explore the New World with 

more thoroughness than they have ever shown 
before, the authorities are planning what was once 
a road-builder's dream — the western highway 
which will connect Alaska with the southernmost 
country of South America. Already the work has 
begun and engineers and road-workers will have to 
surmount jungles and tunnel through mountains 
by the time the giant highway is finished.

FOR BOMBAY POLICE WORK — Morris 5-cwt. vans 
supplied through Morris Industries Exports Ltd. The 
two on the left started work in April, 1932, and ran 
120,000 miles before being replaced, and the others 
were recently supplied by the French Motor Car Co., of 
Sandhurst Road, Bombay.

HORSES ARE BACK

THE ban on horse-drawn traffic in certain 
London streets has been lifted under the 

Defence Regulations.
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The bus destined for Lands End, appears to have 
been built on a late version of the AEC ‘B -Type’ 

chassis designed and made primarily for the London 
General Omnibus Company. The driver is provided 
with much better weather protection than his 
London counterparts, although he has tied a canvas 
sheet to his right side to make the cab less draughty. 
The round disc above the number plate displays the 
words ‘Hackney Carriage’.
The car is a 1920 Calcott built in Coventry and  it was 
probably a 10.5hp two-seater with a 1460cc side-
valve engine. [motorsport IMAGES Plate: Black 8309]

A 1923 11.9hp Morris Cowley Standard Model 4-seat Tourer with 3-lamp system and rear wheel brakes only, costing 325 
guineas with a HT magneto & dynamo set or 340 guineas with a dynamotor lighting and starter set.  [Harry Edwards’ Archive]
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Some photographs appear with thanks to motorsport IMAGES. For further information concerning copies or the reproduction of any images thus attributed, 
please send an email enquiry to info@motorsportimages.com mentioning Morris Monthly with the image reference number. 
Important notice: Images may have been cropped and subject to digital enhancement here and hence differ from those supplied by motorsport IMAGES.

Wartime in late 1939: as an alternative to severely rationed petrol, gas producers were being fitted to cars. This ungainly 
contraption made by Wayne Tank & Pump Ltd of London SE 26, is fitted to a 1935 20hp Armstrong Siddeley and it 

produced carbon monoxide gas from anthracite or charcoal. It weighed over 3cwt and cost about £100 fitted. The car was 
started on petrol and switched to gas about 15 minutes after lighting the fire in the producer. Thereafter, at any time, the 
car could revert to petrol or a mixture of petrol and gas. Note the novel use of a late 1929 model Morris Minor radiator to 
cool the gas before it is inducted into the engine. Drivers had to adopt special techniques including learning to operate a 
secondary throttle lever for the gas and to take extra care when turning corners or braking due to the large weight on the 
rear-end.  [motorsport IMAGES – Autocar Print; Page 635, 3rd November 1939]

Bulgaria in 1935 and these men with their Morris 25 are shown engaged in a survey for a new London to Bulgaria road. The 
European countries through which this route passes had agreed to build sections of the road, but few of them had fulfilled 

their commitment by 1941, when Mr F H S Rasch reported on the work in The Autocar. The Morris has just crossed one of the 
new bridges, but elsewhere the roads were still appalling  at this time.  [motorsport IMAGES – Autocar Print 28th March 1941]
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At its launch in the late summer of 1928, the Morris Minor was regarded as 
a very well-equipped entry level motor car. When advertising the model, 

the Morris marketing people made virtues of its five-lamp lighting system, 
four-wheel brakes, electric horn, automatic windscreen-wiper, extensive 
toolkit, front and rear bumpers and even the Dunlop shod wheels. There 
were extras to be had, OK, just one extra, in the form of Triplex safety glass, 
an item soon to be incorporated as ‘standard’, even prior to the introduction 
of the 1930 range.
How could Morris make virtues of these surely essential items for comfortable 
and safe motoring? It should be noted that in the not too distant past, many 
cars of far greater luxury than the humble Minor, were fitted with two-wheel 
brakes, hand operated wipers, rubber ‘balloon’ horns and beaded-edge tyres. 
The fact that none of these featured on the Morris Minor helped position the 
model in the ‘affordable and modern’ category, something that Morris were 
keen to do.
Over 12,000 Minors were produced in the model’s first season, making them 
a very familiar sight on Britain’s roads, although by this time over 50,000 
Austin Sevens had stolen a march on the Cowley product, the Longbridge 
model having been in production for almost six years. The accessory trade 
had grown along with the Seven’s sales figures and it was these same 
firms that adapted their existing ‘Seven’ based products to suit the Minor. 
So, almost from the very 
beginning, Minor owners 
were targeted and tempted 
with a large array of add-ons, 
some extremely useful, while 
others served no purpose and 
were for decoration only.
Having previously stated that 
the Minor was well-equipped, 
it was lacking in at least one 
fundamental item. At a time 
when a very high percentage 
of UK adults smoked, it was 
not fitted with an ashtray. As a 
result, a new owner would visit his local accessory stockist to make this small 
purchase (In the Midlands at that time, it may well have been a Halford’s 
shop – see catalogue image) and be confronted with a vast array of items he 
didn’t know he needed until that moment.
A canny salesman might ask how he intended to keep his new steed secure, 
a feature that Morris had overlooked. The Minor had a rudimentary door 
locking system, the locking mechanism, such that it was, being accessed on 
a saloon by sliding the front window glass forward and reaching in to release 
it. After gaining entry, a thief could activate the ignition system simply by the 
flick of a dashboard mounted switch. To counter these glaring deficiencies, 
the (almost) all-British accessory manufacturers produced many ingenious 
devices as counter measures. There were locking door handles available, 
(see the James Grose advertisement), gear lever locking devices and even 
a fuel tap lock. The spare wheel was also fair game for the potential thief 
and these could be protected by lockable, enclosed steel covers, these also 

Period Accessories for the Morris Minor — Part One

Top: Halford's produced a comprehensive 62-page catalogue in 1932 
Middle: A Dixon-Bate trailer advertisement from a 1930 Morris Owner
 magazine
Bottom: How safe were these?
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serving to protect the wheel from road 
grime.
Vehicle fires were a constant hazard at 
that time and not just for Minor owners. 
Where fuel lines were routed adjacent to 
extremely hot exhaust manifolds, the risk 
of fire is a constant. The Pyrene Company 
were perhaps the best known of the fire 
extinguisher manufacturers to offer small 
on-board units which were no doubt 
regarded as a very sound investment by 
many owners of the period. It’s also fair to 
say that few owners of vintage cars today 
travel very far without an extinguisher 
aboard.
A further passive safety device, an 
‘extra’ for the later short-wheel-base S.V. 
Minor and the 1934 long-wheel-base 
models, were bumpers. The choice for 
owners wanting to fit these items was 
somewhat limited but another Midlands 
based company, Wilmot-Breeden Ltd 
manufactured a range suitable for the 
Minor at a reasonable price, (50/- or 
£2.50). Wilmot-Breedon, of which 
more later, supplied Morris Motors 
with bumpers and many other parts, 
throughout the Minor’s production life.
It’s fair to say that the six-volt lighting 
systems, to be found on many makes 
and models of cars in the early thirties, 
were in modern day parlance. ‘not fit for 
purpose’. The early OHC Minor’s five 
lamp system was not unusual, but with 
no brake lights and a single 3-watt tail 
lamp bulb to illuminate the rear at night, 
serious accidents were bound to occur 
- and they did with great frequency and 
often with horrendous consequences. In 
1930, 140 people were killed each week 
on Britain’s roads, many 
of whom died at night as a 
result of poor vehicle lighting 
and the dazzling effects of 
un-dippable headlights. 
These factors were known 
at the time and many of the 
motoring public responded 
by purchasing additional 

Top:
A James Grose Ltd Light 
Car advertisement from 
June 1932. Plenty of items 
to tempt a Morris Minor 
owner. magazine
Bottom:
The Lucas dip & switch 
reflector, identical to that 
fitted to Ken Martin’s 1930 
Minor Coachbuilt Saloon
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or improved lighting for their 
cars. Lucas and Smiths provided 
foglamps, spotlights and even 
clip-on searchlights to aid 
motorist’s night vision. Even the 
Minor’s feeble 12-watt headlamp 
bulbs could dazzle an oncoming 
driver and Lucas provided a 
dipping headlamp attachment 
for their R47B headlamp as 
illustrated in their ad here.
Family summer holidays in a 
Minor saloon could be fun. The 
early coachbuilt saloons had their 
Kopalapso ‘sunshine’ roofs while 
the later S.V. sliding-head saloons 
had Pytchleys. Both had opening 
windscreens and side windows 
that either slid or wound to open. 
On a warm summers-day the 
cabin of a Minor saloon could 
be a very pleasant way to travel 
to the seaside, that is if it wasn’t 
for the family luggage occupying 
every available spare square 
inch of space, making it very 
cramped and uncomfortable 
for the occupants. In the days 
prior to manufacturers providing 
built-in boot space in saloons, 
the accessory manufacturers 
helped solve this conundrum 
for owners. The most popular 
of these solutions was the rear 
mounted luggage rack, cheaply 
available to fit the Minor from 
at least three manufacturers 
(including Wilmot-Breedon). 
Suitcases could be stacked and 
safely secured using leather belts 
in the days long before the use of rubber bungees. A 
further option was the detachable boot or trunk, as 
illustrated by the item attached to this 1929 Fabric 

The "Ideal" folding luggage grid fitted to a Minor

Right:
Smith’s of Crickelwood and 
their patented gear lock

Foglights were a popular Minor accessory complementing the 
12-watt headlamp bulb illumination output
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Right:
Wilmot-Breeden were a major supplier of ancillaries to 
Morris Motors, the business also selling directly to Morris 
vehicle owners, as in this March 1933 advertisement.

Saloon. Here, the trunk is being used by a travelling 
salesman to carry his samples, but all the commercially 
available trunks could be used by the holiday maker, 
providing them with a secure and waterproof method 
of transporting their luggage. For the serious camper 
a trailer was the ultimate solution. Here tents and all 
manner of camping apparatus could be safely stowed
and carried alongside other luggage. Dixon-Bate of 
Chester were the go-to trailer supplier of choice in the 
thirties, although other trailer manufacturers were also 
marketing their products during this period.

To be continued

A ‘fitted’ trunk on a 1929 Minor Fabric Saloon
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In last month’s Morris Monthly, page 49, the editor published a letter with pictures of a Bullnose Morris being created up 
for export to Madras, and added his own comments about the two main methods of export, CKD (completely knocked 

down) as opposed to FBU (fully built up). He thought that “our historian” might be able to shed some light on when the 
switch between the two methods took place.
When I put my name forward for the vacant post 
of historian, one of my concerns was that I would 
be expected to know everything straight away! The 
fact is that when applying for any new job in life the 
likelihood is that you haven’t done that particular job 
before, and have to go through a process of learning. 
I have to own up to not knowing everything about 
the history of Morris cars, but I will often know where 
to look for information on most topics. The great 
advantage I have is, as the saying goes, “being able 
to stand on the shoulders of a giant”. In this case, 
that giant is our late historian, Harry Edwards, who, 
in almost 50 years, had accumulated an amazing 
amount of historical knowledge and information 
concerning Morris cars. As well as several books, 
Harry also regularly wrote more detailed historical 
articles in the clubs quarterly “Journal”. Harry’s 
library, research notes, and photographs are now in 
safekeeping in our club’s archives, as is currently being explained by Ken Martin in these pages. My aim as historian is to 
find ways to make all this information more accessible to members.
Back to the question, and the answer is in changing the question! Morris was very keen to maximise the export of his cars, 
and countries which were then part of the British Empire, such as Australia, New Zealand and India, were prime targets. 
Ireland was also an important market as were Argentina, Egypt and several European countries. The method of export, 
CKD versus FBU, depended on the particular destination 
market requirement. The CKD method was based on the 
“chassis only” options which were offered by the factory for 
most models. This of course depended on the availability of 
local bodybuilders to complete the cars on arrival. Even Fully 
Built Up (FBU) cars would require a degree of final assembly 
by the importer, as shown in last month’s pictures, where it 
can be seen that the wheels, windscreen, hood, etc., have all 
been removed to minimise the size of the crate.  
In India, Morris Industries (India) Ltd handled the import of 
Morris, Morris Commercial and Wolseley vehicles in their Bombay depot, where the crates would be unpacked and final 
assembly carried out. Chassis only options were used by local coachbuilders, but FBU cars were also imported. General 
Motors on the other hand took CKD more seriously, and even the riveting of the chassis frame was carried out in their 
Bombay depot.
In Ireland, the Irish Free State (as it was then called) came into being in 1922, and in its early days had a very weak 
economy. In 1933, in order to protect local jobs and to develop the economy, it was proposed that instead of importing fully 
built cars, the major components should be imported 
in CKD form, and the “local content” maximised 
by locally made items such as tyres, batteries, seats, 
springs, glass, etc. Irish-assembled cars were subject 
to a much lower level of taxation than imported 
Fully Built Up cars. This proved a major success, and 
Morris cars were assembled by the Brittains Group in 
Dublin. Morris Commercials, MG, Riley and Wolseley 
cars were assembled by Booth Poole, which was 
subsequently taken over by Brittains. In 1975 British 
Leyland cancelled this franchise agreement, and 
almost 1,000 workers were made redundant.
Some manufacturers though, didn’t quite get the 
CKD process - Packard cars, of which there can’t 
have been many going to Ireland anyway, had to be 
fully assembled in Detroit, then dismantled again, and 

Ask the Historian
Tom Bourne

3

2

1
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reassembled again on arrival in Ireland.
In Australia, the economic crisis came during the First 
World War, and in 1917 the government announced 
that it was banning the import of complete cars 
but allowing unrestricted import of car chassis. 
The father and son Holden firm soon realised the 
potential opportunities for motor bodybuilding, and 
entered into an agreement with General Motors. 
By the 1920s the motor body industry had become 
a vital part of the Australian economy and a very 
important employer. The federal government made 
it a protected industry, and heavy import duties were 
imposed on overseas made motor bodies. 
Morris Industries Exports Ltd handled all the exports 
from Cowley, and each Australian state had its 
own distributor, who would undertake the final assembly, including fitting locally made bodywork. In South Australia, 
Motors Ltd was the distributor, and Bob Pearce worked on the assembly line there. *He recalls: “the chassis, engines and 
gearboxes came out individually created from the UK along 
with mudguards and running boards. Bodies were generally 
supplied by local Australian coachbuilders already painted 
in black primer”.  The success of this approach is illustrated 
by the fact that for the 3 years 1937, 1938 and 1939 exports 
of the Morris 8 to Australia comprised 11,357 as chassis only, 
and only 27 as Fully Built Up.  The Australian motor industry 
had met the challenge, and continued to develop in the post 
war era.

References:
*Morris 8/40 in Australia by Kerry Kaehne
ISBN 978-1-86477-072-8
Australian Bodybuilders, by Harry Edwards,
In Morris Register Journal Autumn 1980
Car Marketing Conditions in Egypt and Western India, 
January 1932, by WMW Thomas

Photos:
1. Interior of Morris Industries India Ltd depot in Bombay, showing part of 

the consignment of 110 Morris Commercial Army chassis that were being 
assembled at the time.

2. Chassis only version of the 1934 Morris Ten Four
3. Example of the Australian coachbuilder’s art on a Series 1 Morris 8, 

owned by Kerry Kaehne                                  [Morris Register collection]
4. In the foreground, a 1933 Morris Oxford with Australian coachwork.  

Behind it is a Series 2 Morris 18/6, also with local coachwork
[Morris Register collection]

5. Morris 8 Series 1 with Morris bodywork in India. Note the export 
specification 16 inch wheels with razor edge rims      [Photo: CS Ananth]

6. The photo of the crating of a bullnose in November's Morris Monthly that 
prompted this article
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T H E  R E D  R   S E
Regional Round Up

LIVERPOOL PHILHARMONIC HALL 80th ANNIVERSARY
Earlier this year, the Liverpool Philharmonic Hall 
celebrated its 80th birthday. I was approached to see if 
I could arrange a few “period” cars to be displayed at 
the front of the building to set the scene for the birthday 
celebration which would also include a screening of “The 
Wizard of Oz”, also celebrating its 80th birthday at the 
same time. All dressed in period clothing, the organisers 
really appreciated our efforts to “set the scene”. We were 
treated to food and drinks as well as the showing of an 
original version of “The Wizard of Oz”. It was a privilege 
and a pleasure to participate in this significant event. In 
the photograph you will see Jeremy and Gill Harrison 
(Austin Seven Special), Paul Graham and Rose Wellman 
(Morris 12 S2) and us (Morris 8).

    Ken & Angie Oram

Hi folks, I would Just like to start December's newsletter with thanking Tom Taylor for all his hard work over the 
last, almost two decades! Whilst Tom has stepped down from the NW committee, he is continuing to support our 

region as the Preston noggin contact, and I am sure in other ways too... Tom also remains on the National Committee as 
Overseas Secretary and MSA rep. He will be a hard act to follow... but here goes!
Most of you will know me, but just to introduce myself, I am Martin McClarence, and with my wife Anne, have been 
Morris Register members since 1978. For most of the time since we have been NW committee members holding various 
posts... except treasurer for some reason? I was last editor of the NW newsletter in the '80s and will be editor this time, 
until at least our regional AGM in March 2020.
Along with at least four other long standing NW members, Mel Ashcroft (S2 8 saloon), Dave Thompson (S1 8 saloon), 
Richard Wilson (10/6), and Rob Booth (Pre series 8 2-seater), we still have the same cars we joined the club with all those 
years ago. Mine is a S3 12/4. Let me know if you qualify too, but no prizes! I think John Hopkins might be on that list too 
with his 10/4.

PRESTON NOGGIN contact Tom Taylor 01772 316 598
October was the month Anne and I try to attend all the noggins in our region. We arrived at around 8 pm to be greeted by 
just 3 members! However, the room very quickly filled with Moreg members and friends. This is a very popular meeting 
and in excess of 20 attending is the norm. Good to catch up with friends and chat about cars in general. Landlord Gerry, 
and wife Alison, always provide food for the lucky attendees! Well worth the visit if just for that!
No report received for November and by the time you read this, the Xmas noggin will have been and gone! Hopefully 
something to report for January's edition.

ST CATHERINE’S HOSPICE, LOSTOCK HALL, 
PRESTON, 10th NOVEMBER
Every second Sunday of the month 
there is a gathering of cars from the last 
century in the car park of St Catherine’s 
Hospice.  This is not just a display of 
cars, this is a great breakfast venue as 
the café has an excellent reputation 
for delicious food and is well worth 
a visit.  If the weather is bad you can 
always use your modern everyday car 
to catch up with other car club friends.

Report & photos: Martin Roters
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NW REGION EVENTS  
16 Dec: Stockport noggin Xmas party, Marple Conservative club, 19 Church Lane, Marple, Stockport SK6 7AY       

Martin McClarence 0161 427 1237. Don't forget your wot-nots!
23 Dec: NO Chester noggin due to the proximity of Xmas
2020
6 Jan:  Preston Noggin, The Anchor Inn, Croston Rd, Lostock Hall, Preston PR5 5LA.
  Tom Taylor 01772 316 598
11 Jan: Post Christmas dinner. Details last month. You might just have time to book a room before the 11th 

December deadline!  01257 425 803 ask for David Calderbank and have your menu choice ready 
(group code GA03464) or David at david@wrightingtonhall.co.uk Mention Morris Register

20 Jan: Stockport noggin. The Railway. 223 Stockport Rd, Rose Hill, Marple, Stockport SK6 6EN. 
  Martin McClarence 01614271237 Please note new venue. Meals available before 7 pm
27 Jan: Chester Noggin. The Shrewsbury Arms, Warrington Rd, Mickle Trafford, Chester CH2 4EB.
  Peter Freeman  01565 722 372
22 Feb:   Stockport Brewery tour (sorry, wrong date in last month's list)  Contact Martin & Anne McClarence
March:  Date, venue and time to be confirmed: Morris Register NW region AGM  
3/4 Apr: Spring Weekend break, Condor Green, Lancaster. Contact Neil & Christine Truslove. Details to follow

SHENSTONE NOGGIN
Anne and I visited the Shenstone noggin October 15th. 
Shenstone is technically in our region although near Lichfield. 
Not surprisingly, the attendees associate themselves with the 
Midland region of course. It is a long way for us from Marple, 
some 70 miles, so we take our motorhome and stay the night 
on the Bull's Head carpark! I can now confirm that for the 10th 
anniversary of my retirement I woke up on a pub carpark!  
Midland region chairman, Stephen Parkes and member Mike 
Roden have written an excellent report on the meeting in 
November's Morris Monthly in the "Midlander" section. I can 
add nothing further than to recommend you read it, although I 
do seem to have been promoted back to NW chairman!

STOCKPORT NOGGIN
contact Martin McClarence 0161 427 1237
Eight of us attended the October meeting. General chat about 
cars and the stresses of moving house! Big news is that from the 
January meeting, i.e. 20th January, we are moving to a NEW 
VENUE. Not too far, about a mile, to The Railway on Stockport 
road near Marple Rose Hill railway station. More details and 
address in the future events calender below.
Don't forget our Xmas meeting on the 16th December. We will 
have a wot-not-night instead of a quiz, so bring along any small, 
clean, unusual curiosities!  They don't have to be car related.

CHESTER NOGGIN
contact Peter Freeman  01565 722 372
There was an excellent turn out of eleven members on 28th 
October. Dave Lawton had been researching an oil filter for a 12/4 which I don't think was the same as the one I brought 
along. Paul Graham provided the info Dave needed. The chat was varied but the subject of the use of torque wrenches 
came up. This has been discussed on the club website in the past. The general concensus was a torque wrench was 
more accurate than your arm power and when changing a head gasket to check the tightness several times in the first 
few hundred miles!  Again due to copy deadlines, by the time you read this, the Xmas noggin will have been and gone! 
Hopefully there will be a report for January's edition.

40 YEARS AGO!
This from our December 1979 NW yellow page as it was then called:
14th Dec 1979: Xmas dinner at Mawdsley, Nr Ormskirk. contact Mel Ashcroft (Can't find a report Mel... still time!)
15th Nov 1979: Xmas party at the Bull's head Hale Barnes. Fun & games for all with a good supper afterwards, 60 pence per 
person. Bargain! (Some 30 attended and £3.00 to regional funds, too)
Thats it for this month. All contributions to our newsletter will be gratefully received.
All that remains is to wish everyone a Merry Xmas and a Happy New year and hope to see you at one of our regular and 
planned meetings.              Martin McClarence
PS Don't forget the anti-freeze if you, like me, keep the Morris road ready throughout the winter!
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EDITOR AND SECRETARY: John Howells, “Bronllys”, Vicarage Road,
Penygraig, Rhondda,CF40 1HR

01443 432 542  bronllysvicarage867@gmail.com

WELSH REGION NEWSLETTER 
CYLCHLYTHYR RHANBARTH CYMRU

AGENDA
The meeting takes the form of:
Members present.
Apologies for absence.
Chairman’s address.
Secretary’s report and minutes of the previous AGM.
Treasurer’s report.

SECRETARY'S SPOT

Well, by the time you read this, Christmas will be flying over the horizon towards us at a tremendous rate.
“The Morris” has been left in the garage quite lonely, apart from the spiders. Perhaps they chat to each other of an 

evening.  But I’m sure that “The Morris” will be laughing there, with a serves-you-right expression on  the radiator, when 
it comes to the following tale.

LLANGOLLEN RALLY (Part 3)

We were on the 39th. Llangollen Rali (Rally in English). I’m sure that you remember that this Rally is a week long.  It 
was on the Thursday, which was to be the Change-Over route from North Wales to Mid Wales.

Starting out, we crossed the pretty River Dee, emerging at Berwyn Station onto the A5. At Llangollen we passed straight 
through and on to Froncysyllte.  Then off the A5 through Chirk, with its wonderful castle.
Here Offa’s Dyke runs through the Chirk estate, and the road through the village is the most convenient way to follow 
the dyke here.  
On this rally we follow little used roads where possible, and occasionally find grass down the middle of the tarmac. On 
through the village of Selattyn, and on past the Old Racecourse and through Trefonen. We had passed into Shropshire, 
and then into Powys and Llansantffraid-ym-Mechain, the halfway point in the morning run. The route book told us that 
the Station Restaurant was open all day for a comfort break and coffee etc.
It was closed! Then we ran alonbg side the Montgomery Canal, whose tow-path is on Offa’s Dyke path.
Then Llandrinio and we got slightly lost amongst minor roads, but did get the views of the derelict M.O.D. buildings that 
the book promised.  We were told that the road became steep for 1½ miles, but we didn’t find that hill.
Eventually we could see Montgomery Castle looming up.  We proceeded into Montgomery town and looked for a place 
to park – but it was Market Day!!  We seemed to be the last of our rallyists to arrive (no surprise there), and all of the 
spaces seemed to be taken in the square.  Why did they have to have a market on Thursday?
Rhiannon and I drove around the streets and eventually found a small roadside space on a quite sloping bit of road.
Now this is where I have to make a confession. When we started from home, She who must be obeyed decided that as 
we were more than part organisers of the Rali, we couldn’t get all of the necessary boxes of ‘stuff ’, suitcases, Christa the 
Lab, and us into The Morris (8), so we came in our son’s Humber Imperial.  How the other half live!
I reversed into the space (uphill) and dropped the autobox into Park.  To make sure that it would be there after we had 
lunched, I applied the handbrake quite strongly. That’s when the cable snapped!  Dash!  “The blinking cable’s broken”, I 
told Rhiannon. Why didn’t we come in the 8?  Can you hear The Morris chuckling in the garage?
Well we then found a level space that a Disco was just leaving, and went for lunch to brood. Never mind – the Montgomery 
ironmonger’s shop is vast inside. It’s amazing. It’s like Ebay, they have everything, except Imperial handbrake cables. 
“OK”, I said, “we’ll nurse the car carefully on to Llandrindod, our new base, and use the autobox park where necessary”.  
So we did, with no problems.
At the Metropole Hotel, our home for the next few days, I phoned the AA, and explained the position. I needed the 
Humber and me to be recovered home so that I could bring The Morris back to run the rest of the rally.
The AA man arrived presently, and crawled underneath to “Have a look”.
“I can repair that”, he said.  “I’ve got a clutch cable repair kit in the van, which is not used any more, as they’ve all gone 
hydraulic now”. An hour later he had done a splendid job on the cable as a temporary repair, and we motored the rest 
of the rally with no problem.
From Montgomery we had ignored Rhiannon’s and My routes in the book and took the most straightforward roads 
back to the Hotel. The rallyists motored back into Shropshire, and Powys, and then via Melington, Pentre, Bishops 
Castle, Coalbatch, Clun, New Invention, Knighton with the Offa’s Dyke Heritage Centre, Monaughty- the home of ‘The 
Automobile’s publisher, Bleddfa, Dolau, to arrive in Llandrindod Wells. Then time to unwind and snooze before dinner.
All right “The Morris”, I know your handbrake wouldn’t have failed.  You laugh!                John Howells

AGM, 16th JANUARY
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WALES EVENTS
11 Dec: (2nd Wednesday of each monthCoffee and Cars at The Aubrey Arms, Bonvilston.  If you have a car 

of interest, Kelvin Price and the group will be overjoyed if you would drop in for a coffee/tea and a 
chat.  From 11 am onwards. Stay on for lunch too if you wish.

19 Dec: Morris Register - Wales Christmas Noggin & Natter at The Aubrey Arms, Bonvilston
2020 
8 Jan:      (2nd Wednesday of each month) Coffee and Cars at The Aubrey Arms, Bonvilston, 11 am onwards.  

However, as it is so close to Christmas, phone Kelvin Price first to check that it’s on.   01446 781 688
16 Jan:  Wales Region AGM at the Noggin Venue, The Aubrey Arms,  Bonvilston. 
 2020 is the Diamond Jubilee of the Morris Register. Bring your ideas for the celebrations of the year 

ahead

FROM YOUR COMMITTEE

Your Committee would like to wish you, your families and your Morris, a Very Merry Christmas and a Happy, Healthy 
and Prosperous New Year for 2020. Nadolig Llawen a Blwyddyn Newydd Dda.

Sorry folks!The Christmas Noggin is definitely December and not 
November as I wrote last month. Each and every East Anglian 

member and their guests are very welcome at are Christmas Noggin, 
which will be held on Saturday 7th December at our usual venue of 
Great Leighs Village Hall. Festivities will begin at 7 pm, don’t be a Grinch!
My experiments with using for electrolysis for cleaning ferrous parts have 
continued. I have now thoroughly cleaned what was a very rusty MM 
minor block by immersing it in a plastic crate I bought from Wickes, 
and connecting a 3-amp battery charger between it and a steel anode 
(negative to block, positive to steel anode). After about three days of 
it quietly fizzing away I retrieved the block and rinsed it off with clean 
water using a green scourer, before blowing it dry with an air line. I then 
bolted it up to an engine stand and gave it a coat of Paragon primer. I 
find that with four high tensile M8 x 1.0 fine pitch socket cap screws the 
whole block is quite secure. I do have to trim the corners of the engine 
stand to make the little 8 block fit.
The photos show that the electrolysis was very effective at removing 
corrosion and I think that the water ways are now pretty clear of rust and 
limescale. Now to start to put it all together, including an Alta cylinder 
head. Fingers crossed.
I hope Father Christmas brings you lots of nice things this Christmas and 
wish you Health and Happiness for 2020.

Mike Adams

EDITOR: mdadams1969@hotmail.com

No.502
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FROM THE CHAIR

Events secretary’s report: Position vacant.
Election of officers and committee.
Any other AGM business, including The Peter Vaughan-Williams Shield.

Items to be considered after the AGM
Events/Rallies for 2020 – please bring your event suggestions for the Diamond Jubilee year, or send them by post to me, 
John Howells (if I am still Secretary), address in MM. All will be considered by the committee for inclusion in the annual 
programme.  Suggest something new or old.
After the meeting, extra events should be notified to the Event Secretary if appointed.
Possibility of a Mid Wales Break in May 2020.
Wrinklies lunches.
Visits
Social account
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Nostalgia crept in whilst watching Great British Car Journeys on the television recently. Featuring Christopher Timothy 
and Peter Davison 'revisiting' the golden age of motoring in a Morgan. It seemed rather a shame that they were not 

using a period car but nevertheless they were in one of my favourite cars and it was of course of period design. During 
this first episode my memory was transported back to the late 1970s when we were on a camping trip to North Yorkshire 
with our 1973 Triumph 2000 estate. We also visited the pub at the foot of Rosedale Chimney Bank but I thoroughly 
enjoyed the experience of driving the hill, in fact on numerous occasions! I was not aware at that time of the use of the 
hill in earlier years for hill climb purposes but apparently it was and even in later years with a decent surface it made 
an interesting drive. Herewith {below left) a photograph of the signpost taken at the time we were there. I was glad the 
surface was not like this nearby Roman road!
It will be essential to watch the next programme. Burgh Island has always fascinated me as does the sea tractor!
Thoughts then turned to an earlier period, in fact 1963, when Olive and I endeavoured to complete a circumnavigation 

of Ireland in the 8 two seater. 
We drove across country to 
Speke airport near Liverpool. 
The flight over the Irish Sea 
in a Bristol Freighter aircraft 
with car saw us in Dublin and 
next day we headed north 
hugging the coast. Crossing 
the border at Newry we set off 
for Belfast. Around the north 
coast and into the wonderful 

The North Cambs Noggin is held at the very pleasant venue of Jude’s Ferry, situated alongside the River Lark, West Row, 
Bury St Edmunds, where Dudley Hedge organises a noggin about three times year. 29 members attended, sitting down 

to a very pleasant lunch and a chat. Dudley organises a speaker and on this occasion it fell to him with “My Life as a Semi-
Pro Musician”. After listening to Dudley I wondered how do I summarise a very interesting life in music. Dudley’s music 
life started at the age of 11, his parents were musical, dad the violin and mother the piano. Having nagged his father for a 
violin Dudley’s 68-year journey in music began. However, caught playing the bugle by a teacher at school he was promised 
a trumpet by the teacher when reaching third year. The teacher forgot this and instead Dudley was handed a trombone 
which has been his instrument of 
choice ever since. Dudley, over the 
years has rubbed shoulders with many 
of the greats in the jazz and pop scene, 
he was a member of “The Omega 
Band” which ran to 1964, then joining 
“The Bob Robinson Band”. In about 
1972 Dudley left this band to form his 
own; “Sounds Ideal”. Since 1984 he 
has been running the “Ouse Valley Jazz 
Band” in conjunction with Angela. At 
80 Dudley continues to gig and gave 
us a short burst of “When the saints go 
marching in”, which I would have liked 
to have heard more of.
Vehicles in the photos are Brenda and 
Bob Hale’s Morris 12 Series and
Nigel Chapman’s 1927 Light Van.

NORTH CAMBS NOGGIN, 13th NOVEMBER

ROOKE’S RAMBLES
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wild coastal scenery of County Donegal. Down the west coast and all was going well until we broke a half shaft on a 
somewhat steep and torturous piece of coast road just outside Waterville in County Kerry. Eventually with car back on 
the road thanks to Mr Concannon the owner of the garage in Waterville we drove to Cork. 
The photograph (below left) is of the car on that road having had a half shaft replacement and with the broken shaft 
safely on board to show the custom officials!  Owing to oil having leaked into the brake drums it was not a comfortable 
journey because of lack of braking power and hilly terrain! But that is all another story as is the next part. The sleepless 
night on a very uncomfortable sea crossing from Cork to Fishguard in Wales. Watching the Eight being hoisted out of 
the hold and seeing the running board dangling down where clearly someone had jumped on it! Then finishing with 
a virtual non-stop long drive directly across the country from Fishguard to Ipswich on the east coast.  A holiday lasting 
three weeks instead of two!

But motoring 'enjoyment' 
has not always been far from 
home. A photograph (below 
right) was captured recently in 
the nearby small market town 
of Framlingham. It seems this 
Morris sign has hung there for 
years but I had not noticed it 
until recently. Goes to prove 
the point that one sees more 
when on foot! 

              Ivan Rooke

This was the last ‘Breakfast on the 
Beach’ for this year. Well actually 

more of an all-day if you wish it. I book 
in with the Southend and District 
Classic Car Club. Held alongside the 
‘shared space’ in Marine Parade. 
Forecast, cloud, with sunny spells and 
cold – the day was all those things. 
Provided you have booked in via 
the Council website parking in the 
designated area is free. The shows 
are considered one of the top five 

attractions for the weekend averaging 
130 vehicles. Usually held once a 
month May to October.   Tony Nathan

CLASSIC CARS ON THE BEACH, 20th OCTOBER

Kevin Bailey, Austen Bailey and Peter 
Bailey with Peter’s 1929 ice cream van

Mike Cain’s Morris 8 Series 2 Peter Brewer’s Morris 8 tourer

Tony Nathan’s Morris 8 Saloon

Colin Cooper’s ex GPO Morris Z vanPhil Vidler’s Morris 8 2 seater

Darling Buds of May 1926 Rolls Royce 
20hp Park Ward Landaulet included 
to give an idea of the range of vehicles 
that attend. Now used as a wedding 

vehicle.
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I rarely wear a tie these days, but some occasions demand it – such an invitation to the hallowed halls of the RAC in 
London's Pall Mall. It is very much like an old fashioned gentleman's club and there is strict dress code – smart casual 

– with tie.
The occasion was an art show on the eve of the veteran London to 
Brighton run and I was accompanying my younger daughter, Penny, who 
is an accomplished automobile artist specialising in classic and vintage cars 
and motorcycles.
Titled The Art of Motoring, the exhibition featured a great variety of works 
in various media and styles to suit all tastes and pockets. For instance, 
one of a collection sculptures by the late Norman Dewis, OBE, a Bentley 
Continental, finished in 24 carat gold over sterling silver, 24 cm long was a 
cool £6,000. There were cheaper examples of his jewel-like work such as a 
D-type Jaguar finished in palladium at a mere £1200.
For those with deeper pockets there were some superb bronze casting by 
a young Argentinian, Estaban Serassio – a Mercedes 300 SLR – at £12,950. 
He works in a small foundry at home and I can appreciate his skills as my 
father also was a foundryman and showed me some of the basic techniques. 
When you think about it one could buy a good Morris Eight for that price.
Sadly, there was not one example of a Morris or an MG in the show, surprising considering how successful they have 
been in the motor industry.
Several paintings attracted our attention. Brooklands Challenge, an oil by Richard Wheatland, priced at £850 featured a 
sort of race between a pre-1914 9litre V12 Sunbeam and Harry Hawker's Sopwith biplane. I also liked one of Roy Putt's 
oil on watercolours, entitled NICKED, showing a 1930's scene of a portly copper questioning an embarrassed lady driver 
at the wheel of an open tourer, perhaps an Austin 7. Price £1,250 – the painting, not the car.
On a more current note was an acrylic by Paul Dove - M. JENATZY'S ELECTRIC DREAM  showing the inventor hurtling 
along at the wheel of bullet shaped machine on four wheels. I believe this to be the “Jamais Contente” and the first to do 
100mph, (sorry about the pun but I can't resist them as they come naturally).
The picture I would have liked to take home was definitely not for sale. It was a large mural in the style of an art deco 
poster of a 1927 Bugatti Type 43 at speed. One of these was sold few months ago asking price £425,000 and now lives in 
Essex.                         Peter Sanders

THE ART OF MOTORING AT THE RAC, 2nd NOVEMBER

Penny dusting down one of
her automobile paintings

EA REGION EVENTS  
7 Dec: East Anglian Region Christmas Noggin at Great Leighs Village Hall, Boreham Road, Great Leighs, 

CM3 1NH
12 Dec: Essex Noggin at The White Hart Inn, Swan Lane, Margaretting Tye CM4 9JX
22 Dec: Coffee & Cars at The Museum of Power, 9am-1pm, Hatfield Road, Langford, Maldon, CM9 6QA
26 Dec: High Easter Vintage, Classic & Supercar Meet, 10 am-2 pm, Lodge Coaches, The Garage, High 

Easter, CM1 4QR, 01245 231 262
30 Dec: Chelmer Valley Car Meet 8 pm onwards at The Lodge Country Inn, Rettendon, SS11 7QT

EDITOR: Geoff Campbell, 01494 875 783, g.campbell937@btinternet.com
SECRETARY: John Powell, 01895 672 706, flatnosejp@gmail.com

EDITORIAL

As another vintage motoring season, and indeed the year, draw to a close, I would like to express my gratitude 
to all those who have kept me supplied with material over the past twelve months. A happy result of the many 

contributions received is that there remain some of last summer’s events that have not yet been reported in these 
pages, amongst these, the Ashlyns and Ley Hill Classic Car Shows. Before looking back to those halcyon summer days, 
however, I wish all readers a very

Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
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With just the Boxing Day meet at Sarratt left on the year’s Events 
List, I am anticipating another winter of many hours in an 
unheated garage tackling all those jobs that I just don’t get around 
to during the season!
Having worked in the construction industry for over forty years, 
I have been familiar with the name ‘Cubitt’ for as long as I can 
recall. The Company built many prestigious buildings in their 
time including part of Buckingham Palace but it took a trip to the 
excellent Isle of Man Motor Museum this summer for me to realise 
that the Company, based in Aylesbury, built cars during the 1920s 
– more about this below!
The annual ‘steam up’ at Honours’ Yard in Little Chalfont has 
become a traditional way of ending the season in this area.  
Timetabled for the fourth Saturday of October, the weather 
was not on our side this year and the turn-out of motor vehicles 
was reflected in the unfavourable conditions.  The steam engine 
fraternity, were not to be deterred by a little precipitation, however 

– it’s still warm and dry on the footplate!  The photos below tell the story in more detail.

‘A Village Christmas’ courtesy of Rothbury Publishing

This show in Berkhamsted has now 
become an established event in the 

Chilterns calendar.  In addition to the 
many and varied vehicles on show, this 
year’s event featured a 1940s dance 
showcase, music from the Watford 
Brass Band, a bar and food court and 
raffles.  With dry and sunny weather, 
the event well attended by exhibitors 
and visitors alike.

Article and photos by Geoff Campbell

ASHLYNS CLASSIC CAR SHOW
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LEY HILL CLASSIC CAR SHOW

The small village of Ley Hill just to the east of Chesham hosted its fifth Classic Car Show on Sunday 19th August on the 
village green. Like many such events in the area, the Show seems to grow bigger each year and this year’s event was 

very well attended with many beautiful vintage and classic cars on show.  The ‘come and go as you please’ approach for 
exhibitors makes for a relaxed atmosphere and an all round enjoyable experience.

Article and photos by Geoff Campbell

CUBITT CARS

The name ‘Cubitt’ has long been associated with the Construction Industry, the Cubitts Engineering Company Limited 
having been founded by Thomas Cubitt along with his brothers William and Lewis in the nineteenth century.  Cubitt 

built many prestigious buildings and structures in central London including Covent Garden Market, the Cenotaph and 
the East Wing of Buckingham Palace. 
In 1920 they began manufacturing motor vehicles at their Great Southern Works on the Bicester Road in Aylesbury under 
the name ‘Cubitt’, making around three thousand motor vehicles between 1920 and 1925. In order to hold their own 
with American competitors, whose products were being imported into Britain, the company streamlined its operations 
by introducing mass production techniques.  
The 16/20 model used 2.8 litre, 4 cylinder engines with coil ignition coupled to a four speed gearbox with a central gear 
lever. Unusually, the final drive was by a worm gear arrangement. It was a family car that could achieve 50 mph for £442, 
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and was considered good value by 
contemporary motoring magazines.  
The body cost £20 to build and the 
car was described as high and heavy, 
although it was also possible to have 
a body fitted by a different company.  
The slogans were ‘Big value for little 
money’ and ‘The right car at the right 
price’. 
In 1922 the Company was acquired 
by S.F. Edge who was a director of 
Napier Cars and of British Anzani 
as well as being Managing Director 

of AC Cars. Edge became Managing Director of Cubitt..  and introduced the 
manufacture of a version of the Anzani engine to be fitted to AC cars, this being 
manufactured at the Aylesbury works and resulting in the cancelation of AC’s regular order from Anzani.
In 1925 the K4 and L4 models were introduced featuring a new engine of the same capacity, but lightened and simplified 
by conversion to side valves instead of overhead valves, use of aluminium pistons and lighter connecting rods. 
Cubitt was declared bankrupt later in the same year and following their demise, the Great Southern Works was used 
for other purposes until it was demolished and redeveloped with domestic housing fairly recently.  The marque is 
commemorated by ’Cubitt Street’ and ‘Edge Street’ which traverse the site of the works.

Article and photos by Geoff Campbell
Courtesy of Wikipedia

c.1926 Cubitt Two Seater with Dickey
 [Courtesy of Christies.com] Cubitt 16/20 cars outside the Cubitt Car 

Factory, Great Southern Works, Bicester 
Road, Aylesbury. c.1922

CHILTERNS EVENTS               
26 Dec: Boxing Day meet, Sarratt

First of all I would like to thank all the people for replying to my 
advert in September’s magazine for a Morris Minor. I started my 

quest for a Morris Minor to  work on over the Winter months with 
an early 1929 4 seat tourer in auction at Mathewson auctions. With 
all the television exposure, classic car dealers from the south were 
buying them all. The car I wanted went for £9,500  on the Saturday 
of the sale, transported on Sunday morning south of London, and 
advertised for sale on the Tuesday for £12,999.
After looking for an early tourer I eventually came across a Morris 
Minor at the opposite end of their production, a 1934 4 door family 8 
in good mechanical condition in need of restoration inside and out. 
The only problem, it was in Kent. Then a fellow Morris owner and 
friend came to the rescue with the offer of trailering it back up to 
Yorkshire for me. 
After meeting up at the A1 near Wetherby we set off at 7.30 am to 
Kent and had a good trouble free run down. We loaded the car and 
set off back, only to find we were in what seemed like an endless traffic 
jam. We eventually pulled off the A1 in the same place we started, 13 
hours after settling off. It was now pouring down with rain and dark 
but we found a safe place and unloaded the car. I had decided to 
drive it the further 15 miles home. It’s not a good time for the first 
drive of a Morris Minor, the wiper was trying its best but failing and 
the headlamps were like candles. I was on an unlit back road trying 
to familiarise myself with the accelerator being in the middle, the fuel 
gauge showing empty and then a load of flashing blue lights appeared in the mirror. I pulled up thinking I’ve been nicked 
only to be passed by an ambulance, what a relief, not the police. Eventually I arrived home at 10 pm. What a day!

John Anderson

EDITOR: Roy Smith, 01937 581 793,
rspostbox@ntlworld.com
SECRETARY: Roy Pidgeon
roy_pidgeon@yahoo.co.uk

The North East Region Local News

WHAT A DAY!
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During our recent visit to Otley extravaganza by the members of the Morris Register North East region we were 
approached by a gentleman who was the official photographer from the "Bradford Telegraph and Argus" newspaper 

who showed a lot of interest in the Wilcot traffic light indicator system installed on  a 1933 Morris Cowley owned by one 
of our members, Terry Horn. He explained that he would be making the pictures of numerous cars including one of the 
lights in question.
A switch on the r/h side of the dash controls the lights. When turning left the red one on the left (top) and the green one 
(bottom) lights up. Obviously vice versa when turning right. The idea was to show other motorists which side it was safe 
to pass on. When going straight on the middle ones (orange) on both sides light up. The lights didn't flash.         Roy Smith

PRESS INTEREST

Will there be any petrol driven cars 
in 80+ years or even 10 years 

time? Who knows? Will all our little 
lovingly restored engines be scrapped 
and replaced with a tiny electric power 
unit and battery pack? That time is just 
around the corner. If we want our cars 
to be still running in 80 years we need 
to get our children and grandchildren 
interested in setting tappets, torqueing  
up cylinder heads, and how to fit a 
timing chain. On a recent visit by my 
grandson Edward we spent some time 
rebuilding a Morris 8 engine. I think 
he enjoyed it as much as me. That 
night I went in with a smile on my face 
knowing he had a genuine interest. 
Edward went home to his mum and 
dad with black hands but that’s another story.        John Anderson

WILL THERE BE ANY PETROL CARS?

EDITOR: June Sargeant, 01905 840 155, sarg37@outlook.com
SECRETARY: Barbara Farmer, 01536 711 620, patbarfar@gmail.com

MORRIS REGISTER MIDLAND REGION

THE MIDLANDER

Our Bonfire Night noggin was unusually quieter than normal – lots of apologies having been received, ranging from 
firework celebrations but more prominently various ailments being reported, from bad backs, emergency dental 

treatment, flu and poorly animals to name but a few!
Nevertheless we still had an attendance of twenty and after enjoying our meal, I gave a report on the National Committee 
Meeting and AGM, particularly notifying members of the forthcoming subscription increase, free entry to Thoresby and 
noting that the membership of the Midland Region currently stood at 200.
I then gave those present an insight into the operation of the Club’s Information Office and the types of queries, etc ., 
received – it’s quite an eye opener!
There's not much happening with the cars at the moment generally speaking they are going into hibernation for the 
winter.  However, Martin said he had fitted his spare gearbox to his 
Minor today, the gear change is smooth but on release there is a knock 
within which will require further investigation.
Well we made it – we survived another NEC and with the support and 
help of an amazing team, the Club provided a fantastic atmosphere 
surrounding a wonderful display of Morris vehicles and were able to 
provide hospitality to all, resulting in a recruitment of 13 new members 
and some good shop sales which included the new anniversary mugs 
and polo shirts specially being made for 2020.
Don’t forget to come along to one of our noggins, always held on the 
first Tuesday of the month at The Angel Hotel, Market Harborough.

Pat Farmer

LEICS AND NORTHANTS NOGGIN
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Although our noggin coincided with Bonfire Night we had a very packed meeting room and lively discussions took 
place.  Several members told of preparations for storing their classic cars over the winter months.  Food for thought 

next year – one of our members has a house in France and has suggested we do a `Drive it Day’ in that area and he will 
suggest a route, places to stay and to visit, etc.  
Next month we will be having our informal buffet supper to which we all contribute and a fun Christmas Quiz which Tony 
Adlard is putting together for us.  The date for our New Year Meal at The Fountain (usual venue)  was confirmed as 12th 
January 2020 – menus will be sent round shortly.                  June Sargeant

HEREFORDS & WORCS NOGGIN

Extra chairs were needed at the Crown Inn, Claverdon on 12th November! This friendly group seems to grow by the 
month: another new member joined us this time!

A round table discussion of autumn problems prior to winter lay-up preceded the main activity of the evening.
A most entertaining time was spent watching films of the production and testing of Morris cars in 1920s and 1930s. In 
addition, a film called The Home Made Car, showing how a man built a Morris Bullnose out of material from a scrap 
yard: an early “Bitzer". Whatever would today’s DVLA think? These were all DVDs which we watched on a rather large 
television in our usual room.
National Chairman, John Ford, reported on the extremely successful stand at NEC Classic Car Show. The Club had been 
complimented on the range of vehicles displayed as they demonstrated development of Morris cars from Bullnose to 
Series E and private transport as well as an early light lorry. We even recruited fifteen new members during the three 
days.
As last year’s Christmas Meal at the Crown Inn had been so successful, it was decided to hold this year’s celebration on 
10th December. We are all looking forward to sharing a delicious dinner and spending a convivial evening with multi-
talented musician Geoff leading our entertainment.      Stephen & Roz Parkes

WARWICKSHIRE NOGGINWARWICKSHIRE NOGGIN

On Tuesday 19th November, our evening at the Bulls Head, Shenstone, Lichfield began with the report of how four 
or five of our local Morris Eights and their drivers entertained a 95 year-old former Morris owner at a retirement 

home near Wheaton Aston. This midday event was filmed for a feature on ITV Midlands News and showed The Morris 
Register in a great light!
Our noggin leader, Mick, explained at length his six week quest to remove a Morris Eight engine cylinder head involving 
diesel, rubber mallets and Stanley knives to mention a few of the implements that were used! He has now procured a 
new set of studs from club spares.
Alan had (and still has) a radiator problem and has put in hand the removal of the core and debugging of the radiator: 
around £300 is the going rate but can Alan negotiate a better price?
There was a lengthy discussion of metric threads and Whitworth flats on engine and gearbox parts. Over the years, many 
engineers have mixed BSF and old French Metric threads: Oh, what Hotchkiss did for Morris Motors!
The post Christmas Sunday lunch will be held on 19th January at 12.30 p.m. at The Nelson Inn, Coulter Lane, Burntwood 
WS7 9HL. £5 deposit is required: please email Stephen and Roz if you wish to join the group for this occasion. (stephen@
parkes.me.uk)
PLEASE NOTE! THERE IS NO DECEMBER NOGGIN AS IT WAS AGREED THAT WE WOULD BE IN CHRISTMAS-
PANIC MODE BY THEN! 
Next Noggin is to be held at The Bulls Head, Shenstone, Lichfield on 21st January at 7.30 for 8.00 p.m. All are welcome!

Stephen Parkes & Mick Roden

LICHFIELD SHENSTONE NOGGIN
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North East Wilts (23 Oct): The noggin was short of two regulars, Paul & Celia James as Paul was committed to medical 
checks in advance of an impending operation. Otherwise it was business as usual for the noggin, with members from 
Wiltshire and Hampshire enjoying a chat and a bite to eat at the Roebuck, Marlborough. 
East & South Devon: Fourteen of us enjoyed a lunchtime Noggin at the Blue Ball, Sidford on 7th November. Phil 
Armour updated us on the trip to France in May next year which he is hoping to arrange. Brittany Ferries timetable for 
May will mean night crossings Plymouth/Roscoff in both directions with three days in Brittany. 
Future Noggins will be at Blue Ball, Sidford at 12.30 on the first Thursday of each month with our Christmas lunch on 5th 
December. Visitors always welcome but please check to confirm on the venue by contacting me dcjp@hotmail.co.uk  or 
07770 235 518.                                                                                                   David Palmer
Somerset (12 Nov): The November noggin was fairly busy, with twenty five members enjoying a good chat. The noggin 
raffle again brought in another £38 for local funds and this was promptly bolstered by a further £15 kindly donated by 
Terry Temlett from the proceeds of selling three original Morris dealership window transfers at a fiver a piece. Colin Baker 
was busy with arrangements and bookings for the post-Christmas meal which will be held on Tuesday, 14th January. If 
you want to book a place, contact Colin, 01749 344 115 or colin.baker@mypostoffice.co.uk  
On behalf of the club President, Jim Riglar in his role as National Secretary, was pleased to present Colin and Justin Baker 
with their 25 year membership badges.
On the car front, Pete Cannard’s Pre Series 10 has been reunited with its re-built gearbox, but the car won’t be out on the 
road until both brake and electrical issues have been resolved.             Jim Riglar    

As the festive season beckons, may I, on behalf of the West Region Committee, take this opportunity to wish all of you 
across the region, a Merry Christmas, a Happy New Year and an active and enjoyable forthcoming Morris Register 

diamond jubilee motoring season. 
For those of you participating in a Boxing Day and/or a New Year’s Day events, then I hope that the weather and your 
cars allow you to stay warm and dry!

WESTWORDS
THE NEWSLETTER OF THE MORRIS REGISTER WEST REGION
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EDITOR: Jim Riglar, 01225 754 981, jimriglar@blueyonder.co.uk
SEC: Jeremy Matthews, 01458 445 175, jeremymatthews@live.co.uk

EDITORIAL

Ten committee members (with representation from N&W Devon, S&E Devon, Hants (New Forest) and Somerset 
groups), and an invited guest, attended the start of the October meeting. Apologies were received from Paul and 

Celia James (Wiltshire). An hour and 40 minutes later, eleven committee members left at the end the meeting. Changes 
to the committee at mid-term of the 2019-20 year were the election of Steve Knight from amongst the committee 
members to the chair; Paul Wheatcroft having unexpectedly resigned from the role a few weeks earlier. Cath Knight was 
co-opted onto the committee and to a role that included the duties of membership secretary. Committee changes apart, 
a wide range of items was discussed, noting that with 2020 being the club’s diamond jubilee, some events might reflect 
suitable celebrations. 
Many of the region’s noggins remain active, but the Solent noggin, merged with the British Made Car club a few years 
ago, will be de-recognised as it is understood no Register members now attend it. The Royal Wootton Bassett noggin 
attracts a very low attendance and its ongoing viability will be reviewed. 
The treasurer provided copies of the accounts, indicating that regional funding remains very healthy despite having 
agreed to waive the annual funding from the national funds. The next meeting will be on Saturday 29th February 2020 
at a location to be determined.

WEST REGION COMMITTEE MEETING, 26th OCTOBER

West Region members are invited to submit nominations for the Tony Hale Memorial Trophy 
(pictured right). This is awarded annually to a West Region member who has made an 

outstanding contribution to any aspect(s) of club activity during the past year.
The 2019 winner was Paul James (Purton, Swindon), awarded in recognition of the support, advice, 
guidance, direct assistance and the sourcing of spares he has provided to numerous members, both 
within and outside of the region, in restoring or maintaining their cars. 
Nominations for the award in 2020 must be with the West Region Secretary, Jeremy Matthewa, 
jeremymatthews@live.co.uk or 01458 445 175 by 15th February and will be considered by the West 
Region Committee at its 29th February 2020 meeting. The award of the trophy will be made at the 
West Region AGM in April. 

THE TONY HALE TROPHY

NEWS FROM THE GROUPS
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Hants (New Forest) (15 Oct): October was probably the last trip in the minor during daylight to the noggin so we were 
lucky it was dry! We are settling in at our new friendly venue and present were us, Rachel, Christine and Geoff, John and 
Vera plus Paul and Viv. Varied discussions as usual, such as more info on Paul and Viv's trip to Spain with the Bullnose 
club as mentioned in Septembers Morris Monthly, other trips abroad, dementia and cross dressing (again!) plus much 
more and even some talk of Morris cars. If you are planning on attending the December noggin I need your booking 
immediately to try and fit you in as ideally all bookings needed to be in by December! As with our old venue it is their 
busy time for evening group bookings and once again a pre-order and deposit for Christmas menu fayre is required so 
email me asap or ring.
Hard to believe how quickly this year has gone and how little time I have had to work on any cars, improve welding 
skills, play with oxy-propane set etc. but my wallet has been emptied by my body builder who has completed the new 
ash frame on my Cunard bodied Minor, see pictures. Next task is to skin it and then pause the spending while I prepare 
all the running gear etc. and get it back home (and finish the house and garden!)                                     Toby Sears

WEST REGION EVENTS               
26 Dec: Hants: Boxing Day Informal Gathering, The Square, Wickham
2020
 1 Jan:  Gloucs: New Year;s Day Classic Motor Hub, Bibury (pre-registration only - book online -  https://

classicmotorhub.com/shop/new-years-day-charity-meet-at-the-classic-motor-hub-1st-january-2020/ ) 
£5.00 entry (to charity) 

  Gloucs: The Frogmill Inn, Andoversford (Cotswold Classic Car Club) 11am-4pm
  Cornwall: Bodmin Airfield 10:30 am - 2:30 pm
  Somerset: New Years Day Run (30 miles) meet 10 am at Sturminster Newton town car park. 

(Weymouth Vehicle Preservation Society). 
  Somerset: Haselbury Mill, Crewkerne  (Yeovil Car Club) 10.00am to 2.00pm. £3.00 per car.
10/11 Feb: Somerset: Great Western Classic Car Show (autojumble) – Royal Bath & West Showground, 

Shepton Mallet.  (£8 Advance – save £2 on the gate price) www.classicmagazines.co.uk/product/
show/id/19
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An introductory explanation about the Harry Edwards Archive and the first of the document schedules, was provided 
in Part 1. Part 2 contained a continuation schedule of documents in the same category. 

In this final part, the schedules contain mainly Harry’s personal research and collected documents, papers, photos, films, 
videos. etc., that were gifted to me by Barbara Edwards and which I passed on to the Club to form parts of the Harry 
Edwards Archive. I have retained ownership of a collection of some of Harry’s personal research documents for my own 
use and for publication in Morris Monthly. I would be happy to provide details of these items.

Harry Edwards’ Register of Morris Vehicles, Owners & Specifications 1960s - 2009 – many sheets containing 
hand-written continuously updated records of Morris vehicles (registration numbers and chassis numbers and owners 
where known, plus any other information). 
[Note: This has been scanned and formatted into a commendably useable form by John Powell]

Box Files Containing Morris Vehicle Research and Reference Papers Photographs and Documents
1. Morris 1913-33 Miscellaneous Reference Documents – Box 1
2. Morris 1913-33 Miscellaneous Reference Documents – Box 2
3. Morris 1933-on Miscellaneous Reference Documents – Box 1
4. Morris 1933-on Miscellaneous Reference Documents – Box 2
5. Morris Vehicles Paint and Trim Charts, Samples etc.
6. Morris Vehicle Lubrication Charts
7. Morris Cars and Vans – Copies of General Arrangement Drawings
8. Morris Commercial Documents
9. Morris Taxis.

Large Box Files Containing Separate Files of Morris Vehicle Research and Reference Papers, Photographs 
and Documents
A.  Large Box File-Folder Titles
1. Morris Cars Production Records
2. Morris Body Numbers 
3. Morris Motors Ltd Films 
4. Morris Marine & Industrial Engines 
5. Morris Vehicle Wiring Diagrams 
6. Morris and the Police
7. Hindustan Motors Limited
8. SU Carburettors
9. Accessories
10. Tools & Tool Kits.

B. Large Box File– Folder Titles
1. Morris Commercial Buses
2. Morris Commercial Factories and Other Factories
3. Morris Leon-Bollée.

C.  Large Box File - Morris Commercial Vehicles Documents and Photographs
Box File Containing Miscellaneous Separate Motoring Research and Reference Papers Photographs and Documents in 
Separate Folders

1. Magnetos
2. Early Motor Shows
3. Petrol and Oil Company Documents
4.  AA and RAC Documents. 

Box Files Containing Morris 8 Tourer 
Club and Morris Register Administration Papers from c1962-1970

Box Files Containing Photographs of Morris Cars and Vehicles
[Scanned by John Powell]
1. ‘Bullnose’ Morris Oxford and Cowley
2. ‘Flatnose’ Morris Oxford and Cowley

The Harry Edwards Archive as 
donated to the Morris Register (Pt 3)

Ken Martin
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3. Morris Commercials – Box 1
4. Morris Commercials – Box 2
5. Morris Commercials – Box 3
6. Morris Eight 1934-38 – Box 1
7. Morris Eight 1934-38 – Box 1
8. Morris Minor Vans, Morris Eight Vans, Series 1 and Z Vans, Morris 10cwt Series II and Y Vans*
9. Morris Major, Cowley 4 & 6, 1835 12/4, 15/6, 1935 Series 3 12/4
10. Morris Pre-Series 10/4
11. Morris 10-6 [Missing - thought to be with a club member]
12. Morris Isis, 25, Series M and 10/4
13. Morris Oxford LA, 20/6 etc, Empire Oxford and Light Six
14. Morris Eight Series E
15. Morris Series Cars except 10/4 and 12/4.

Box Files Containing Miscellaneous Photographs
1. Morris Events – Box 1
2. Morris Events – Box 2
3. Personalities [People]
4. Miscellaneous Photographs, Negatives and Slides etc
5. Miscellaneous Non-Morris and Post-War Morris Photographs.

Miscellaneous Morris and Motoring Related Items
1. Harry Edwards’ Morris Eight Tourer Club Photo Album 1 (many gaps where photos have been removed)
2. Harry Edwards’ Morris Eight Tourer Club Photo Album 2 (many gaps where photos have been removed)
3. Harry Edwards’ Motoring Scrap Book 1 (Newspaper cuttings)
4. Harry Edwards’ Motoring Scrap Book 2 (Newspaper cuttings).

Heritage Motoring Films -
Morris Film Library Video Tape 
Cassettes
1. ‘At Cowley’
2. ‘The Bullnose Films’
3. ‘The £100 Car is Here’
4. ‘The Morris Eight’.

Harry Edwards’ Personal Morris 
Events Films & Video Tape 
Cassettes

1. Original Standard 8 Cine Film 
& Video copy – ‘Early days of 
the Morris Eight Tourer Club’

2. Original Standard 8 Cine Film 
& Video copy – ‘Morris Register 
– Very Early’.

Other Harry Edwards’ Video 
Cassettes

1. 1987 London to Brighton Run
2. Morris Cowley Archive Nos 3. 

and 4 plus ‘The Nations Vital 
Lifeline’.

Harry Edwards’ DVDs
1. The Morris Eight Tourer Club / Morris Register – Early days Volume 1 [From Harry’s Standard 8 Cine Film]
2. The Morris Eight Tourer Club / Morris Register – Early days Volume 2 [From Harry’s Standard 8 Cine Film]
3. Celebrate Morris Eight Series ‘E’ 1938-98
4. ‘Dutch Rally’ 1985 – 1
5. ‘Dutch Rally’ 1985 – 2
6. Nederlands Rally 1985
7. 1987 Morris Register London to Brighton Run [From Harry’s Standard 8 Cine Film]
8. Morris Register Manneken Pis rally 1987 [From Harry’s video tape]
9. Morris Register Rally to Jersey 1987 [From Harry’s video tape]
10. Morris Register Manneken Pis Rally 1989 [From Harry’s video tape].
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Morris MailLetters  to  the  Ed i tor

M8 DOOR LATCHES

Thanks for this tip, Ken. With the two seater the cause is/was 
the flexing of the body on cornering, and when I put mine 
back on the road we include a hidden steel bracing bar which 
runs down one trafficator pillar, across behind the bench seat 
and up the other trafficator pillar. It works!

Dear Editor

Out and about in my tourer I have been asked more than once this year 
"do your doors fly open?"  My reply is that normally they did, for my 

first 35 years of ownership, nearly loosing my wife twice.  But for the last 18 
years I have not had them fly open at all.  As during my rebuild looking at 
the new wooden “A” post together with the inside of door face I could see 
they are not in line. Shown exaggerated in the sketch below. 
A basic design flaw which means 
when door is closed, parts don’t 
match together and so any flexing 
of the body escalates this and the 
peg on the latch escapes the hole 
in the post part and has no hope 
of being caught by the “safety 
notch” as this sits even further 
back. From this I worked out 
that small wedges were needed 
to bring everything in line. As 
can be seen from the photos, I 
have placed tapered hardwood 
wedges behind the bracket which 
is screwed onto the door post. My hardwood wedges are 0.065” on the thin edge and 0.165” on the thick edge and have 
now proved themselves over 18 years.
Ken Thomas
00691/5
W.Sussex

HORSE POWER CALCULATION
Dear Editor

I came across this letter (right) which the late Harry Edwards 
sent me a long time ago and I wondered if you thought it a 

good idea to put it in MM as I am sure very few people know 
how to calculate the horsepower of their car.
Dudley Hedge
07555/4
Cambs
Thanks Dudley. I think all the hp in car labelling came about 
for taxation purposes and, of course, hp is distinct from brake 
horse power, hp being output at the wheels, and bhp at the 
flywheel. Someone correct me if I am wrong.
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Dear Editor

As I flicked through October's Morris Monthly, my eyes were quickly drawn to the 
Practical Classics 1991 edition showing the Morris 8 on the front cover.

I have my own story to tell about this magazine. I too was moving house, as it 
happened in 1995. My husband had accumulated quite a stack of these magazines, 
albeit being interesting and a source of reference, we couldn’t keep them all 
(although he would). So I set about discreetly going through them and rejecting 
some. When I came to this edition I stopped and took an interest in this little car. 
Could it possibly be my grandfather's? I hadn’t seen it since I was 12 in 1971. My 
grandfather was driving the car right up until he passed away. I remember the Police 
coming to the house late one night, and my dad having to go and fetch the car from 
the car park at his local pub, grandfather had passed away sat in the car.
So with the magazine in my hand, I phoned my mother asking her the registration number, was it BRR 679? "Oh yes", 
she said "that’s the one!" This bowled me over, I had always wondered where it was. My grandfather always meticulously 
cared for this car, it was the only car he had ever owned. He didn’t have it from new, made in 1935, I think he bought it 
in 1936 (I can check I have the original log book). So I knew it had to be somewhere in the country. I contacted Practical 
Classics immediately, they kindly put me in touch with Howard Vogel the owner, who was pictured in the magazine. 
Sadly he had no intention of selling it, so I had to settle for maybe popping down to Bournemouth sometime to look at it.
A few years passed by when Howard phoned me, he said he was going to sell the car and registration number separately. 
I was a bit shocked by this, there was no way they should be split up! I sent a cheque that night for £4,000, as he wanted.
We borrowed a trailer from a friend and went to collect it from Howard’s home in Bournemouth. The little car was in 
good condition. A few personal items that I remember were not there anymore, such as the Vintage owners badge, I 
think it was for 35 years.
The local paper made a story of it, and in turn the Sun Newspaper ran the story, too – page 43! Our two kids were quite 
young at the time 8 and 10. We did a few trips out in the car and went to a rally. But for the last 10 years or so it has been 
tucked away in the garage mainly because we have been busy with work, University, etc., But this year my husband Colin 
got it out of the garage, gave it wash and a bit of TLC and it was away no problem. Hence re-joining the Morris Register. 
I think now that we don’t have to MoT every year this makes a huge difference.
The picture shows my mum next to the car probably taken just before the war at their house in Sneinton, Nottingham.
I so am pleased that Tony Nathan picked out the magazine. It has made my day!
Debbie Reid
14567/6
Notts

AN AMAZING REUNION

A really great story, Debbie. Thanks for sharing it with us. I guess BRR is safe for the foreseeable future!
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What’s it Worth? (See p5): Offered at £3750

Morris Mart
Members: A single private small ad, 
with/without a photo, is free.
Non-members: contact the Editor

Car for Sale
1930 Morris Minor Saloon

Ex Harry Edwards, totally rebuilt by Harry 
in the 1970s as per the photograph, then 
garaged and not used. Retains its original 
engine, re-sleeved and re-conditioned. 
Re-wired, adding stop lights and indicators.  
5x new tyres, stainless steel exhaust and re-
conditioned dynamo/rectifier, carburettor.  
Taxed, tested and registered in the Isle of 
Man. Original UK registration should be easy 
to recover. We can provide an overnight stay 
and breakfast for anyone wishing to view or 
collect. £6000 ono.
Derek or Verena Russell
01624 816 114 (IoM)
dvrussell@manx.net

Car for Sale
1927 Morris Flatnose Cowley

Good condition. Ready to use. Much work 
done and (an embarrassing amount of) 
money spent. All chassis components, 
brackets, wheels, etc, shot blasted, zinc 
metal sprayed and epoxy coated. New 
king pins/bushes, new leaf spring pins and 
bushes. Engine, clutch, gearbox refurbished 
recently with re-bore, crank, grind, new 
white metal, valves, etc. Refurbished 
dynastarter and magneto, brakes. All 
instruments present and working. Stacks of 
receipts and pictures of work being done.
£12000.
Mike Norfolk
01273 417 666 (E.Sussex)
mikejnorfolk@yahoo.co.uk

Car for Sale
1942 Morris 8 Type “Z” PO Linesman’s Van

Good solid original van in my ownership 
since 1991. In Co.Kerry Ireland and I 
imported it in 1991 and although all 
duties were paid at the time it was never 
re-registered here. I have the V5 Doc. & 
original old brown logbook. GLP419 still 
listed on DVLA. Used for promoting my shop 
and completed many Vintage runs. Been 
sitting in my dry garage for few years but 
re-commissioning at moment. New clutch, 
4 speed box, + 2 new Firestone tyres not 
fitted, new 3 stage wooden ladder, some 
spares. More photos and info available. Can 
help with transport. £5500.
Fintan Foley
00353 878 375 259 (Ireland)
fintanf@hotmail.com 

Car for Sale
1936 Morris Twenty Five Big Six Series II

85,200 km. New tyres, sunroof, opening 
windscreen. From Sweden and now in 
Germany. Runs and drives well. In three 
places he has slight paint damage. OIRO 
£17500.
Holger Schultz (non-member)
0049 273 282 476 (Germany) evenings
 ots@online.de

Parts for Sale

For c1931 Morris Major: water inlet 
manifolds. Originals are subject to corrosion 
as they are cast in a very poor quality 
aluminium. These “new” water inlet 
manifolds are exact replacements, fully 
machined and ready to fit. (Engine type is LA, 
6 cylinder, 1938cc, 14.4 hp). Cost is a very 
reasonable: £200 plus P&P. I’m not making 
any profit just covering the costs.
Peter Avis
07921 864 042 (Suffolk)
pjasuf@yahoo.co.uk

Restoration Required
Who would like to take my 1937 Eight Series 1 
for the winter and work on it for money? The 
car is quite well restored but I'm looking for 
gradual perfection over the next few years 
and will happily pay say a retired enthusiast 
who can garage the car and work on it when it 
suits. No rush, but the interior needs doing with 
new leather squabs, some paintwork etc. and 
the engine has recently lost power even with 
new plugs, points and cables. Present location 
Sussex but I'll get it to you and collect it back in 
the Spring.
David Clarke
07860 613 415 (E.Sussex)
davidbytheforest@btinternet.com

Parts for Sale
1147 cc engine for Morris 10. Complete, well 
stored for 50 years. Offers.
Terry Midwood (non-member)
01706 373 359 or 07789 748 317 (Gtr. Manch.)
tmlcon@hotmail.com

Parts Wanted
From Morris 8 Series E: 4 speed gearbox.
Thomas Gibson
01946 830 670 (Cumbria)

Parts for Sale
For Minor Side Valve '30 '34. 1x camshaft, 
1x camshaft rear bearing, 1x pair of timing 
sprockets, 1x crankshaft rear bearing housing, 
3 unused pistons (std), 1x first/reverse sliding 
gear (3 speed), 1x front axle, 1x rear axle 
case, 2x front hubs (3 pin), 2x rear hubs (3 
pin), 1x clutch cover, 1x clutch driven plate 
(split in disc, but good centre), 1x brake cross 
shaft, 4x leaf springs, set of brake drums.
Brian Shufflebotham 01782 515 802 (Staffs)

Car for Sale
1923 Morris Cowley

£14950. Phone for details.
Roger Pantling
07764 975 008 (Warwicks)

Parts Wanted
Morris 8 Series 1/2: decent 4 door body to 
replace he original which was beyond epair.
Graham Mitchison
0191 584 1034 or 07419 827 388 (Tyne & Wear)

Parts for Sale
For Morris Minor: OHC engine and gearbox for 
reconditioning. 12x brake drums, 5x chassis 
cross members, 5x brake cross shafts, 3x 
steering columns, 2x front chassis braces with 
starting handle hole, 10x 1934 wing stays, 6x 
1933 wing stays, 2x 10½" back plates with 
brake shoes, 4x 9½" back plates with hubs for 
cable brakes, 14x rear hubs, 2x front hubs, 
2x rear back axle banjo covers, 2x round aly 
shock absorbers, 3x petrol tank straps, 10x 
firewall brackets, 1x front steel wing, 1x 
firewall, 1x gearbox in bits, 1x dismantled 
1934 body, 2x rear body sections, suit pick-
ups. All this for £1500. Come and fill a van.
Gideon Booth
01931 714 624 (Cumbria)

Parts for Sale
Approx 40 fibre glass moulds to make Morris 
wings,running boards,valances, to suit Minors, 
8s,10s, Z van, Bullnose, Flatnose, and a 1934 
Minor two seater body with doors. I sell some 
most months around the world but now with 
deteriorating health I must pass it on to a 
younger and fitter person. It is a good business 
for someone. All listed for £3500, originally 
cost over £10000. 
Gideon Booth
01931 714 624 (Cumbria)

Car Wanted
Morris 8 Pre series two seater. Must have corrct 
bonnet mascot and drum type speedometer. 
Black preferred.
Bernard Lawrence
07745 377 941 (N.London)    (1/2)
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D A V I D  M O L Y N E U X 

M O R R I S  P I S T O N S
f o r  a l l  m o d e l s

Morris 8 and Series E 
used parts supplied

Job lots of M8 and E 
parts bought

M8 and E abandoned 
projects/complete cars 

bought for
spares or repair

01229 584 972 or
07715 059 280 or

dmmmem@tiscali.co.uk

Morris
Car Spares

New and used
spares available

Enquiries welcome

Happy to assist

For more information, 
contact

graham440@
btinternet.com

or
07506 309 281

Car for Sale
1948 Morris 8 Series E, 4 door saloon

Older restoration, engine rebuild, gearbox, 
clutch, back axle all good. Chassis excellent. 
Paintwork very good (very slight bubbles of rust 
on bottom of boot lid) Interior very good. Few 
small odd jobs to do but very sound car and first 
to view will buy. Sad to see it go. Bristol Area. 
£6000.
Alan Gillard (non-member)
01275 830 361 (N.Somerset)
michaela.hall@hotmail.com

Acceptance of advertisements in Morris Monthly does not imply recommendation of advertisers or their products or services by the Morris 
Register. When purchasing cars or spare parts from private sellers, purchasers must satisfy themselves as to the condition and value.

Car for Sale
1953 MO Morris Oxford

First class condition,engine rebuilt, new bushes 
& bearings, brake system, exhaust, rear shocks, 
tyres, rebuilt fuel pump & carb. Doors & wings 
refitted & trimmed. Rechromed bumpers, 
handles, etc. New wiring loom, battery, neg 
earth with alternator. Full repaint inc engine 
bay. Two owners only, drives like new or better 
even. £8995 ono.
Kevin Wissett
07720 601 445 or 07973 833 330 (Lancs)
kevwis@btinternet.com

Parts for Sale
Morris Cowley engine block and head

About 1927 I think. As far as I can tell they are 
in good condition. Best to look before you buy 
£100.
Colin Moles
07818 601 917 (Essex)
colinmoles@hotmail.com

Parts for Sale
For Morris 10 Series 3

3x boxed sets of 4 pistons. Old stock £100 the 
lot, may split.
Colin Moles
07818 601 917 (Essex)
colinmoles@hotmail.com

Trailer for Sale

Ideal for towing with a vintage Morris. Great 
for carrying your gear to events or just out 
for a picnic.Built in the 80s on 30s Meredith 
& Eyre running gear. Lamps are Rubbolite 
and wired for stop and tail. No indicators 
as the trailer was built to run with a 1928 
Cowley. The light plug currently fitted is 
non standard so would need to be changed 
to fit a conventional car socket if desired. 
Drawbar has a removable extension to clear 
the luggage rack on a towing car and which is 
designed to fit into a coupling with jaws and 
a pin. Tyres are Avon Sidecar 3.50x19 with 
good tread. Body width 3' 1", body length 
4' 7", body height 1' 5", drawbar 1' 11", 
drawbar incl ext. 2' 9", overall width 4' 6". 
£99. Buyer collects or can deliver up to 50 
miles at £1 per mile.
John Young
07984 466 907 (North Dorset)
john@johnyounghaulage.co.uk 

Parts Wanted
For Morris 10/4M: Hub caps with the inscription 
MORRIS.
Alan Wilson
01327 704 240 (Northants)
alan_g_wilson@hotmail.com

Car for Sale
1948 Morris 8 Series E 4-door saloon

Black. Great condition. Spent so many hours 
on it and over £8000 (all catalogued and 
vouchered). Still not perfect, but very good. 
Now I’ve just spent the summer in hospital 
and  now moving house, so although I love it, 
it has to go. £6000.
Rob Dawes
07772 511 806 (Bristol)
rad@robertdawes.com

Parts Wanted
For 1936 Morris 8: complete rear differential or 
crown wheel and pinion. Happy to collect.
Tim Scott
07890 864 002 (Cumbria)
tim.scott0@talk21.com

Parts Wanted
For 1927 four door Flatnose tourer: Canvas/
material part of the folding top, I think the 
earlier bullnose is the same. I have the frame 
and hoops and I am looking for the canvas part 
to use as a pattern to make a replacement so 
condition is not important. Text or phone.
Ivor Durrant
07711 525 913 (Suffolk)
mrdurrant@hotmail.com

Parts Wanted
For 1930 OHV Morris Minor: I have a Lucas M35s 
starter motor and I need a new pinion for it as 
it has a crack in it, could you help, please?
Tony Wilson
07799 508 889
lainey.wilson@yahoo.co.ukCar Wanted

1932 Morris Minor SV Two Seater Tourer. 
Preferred to be in running order and 
roadworthy. Does not have to be fully original. 
Will be moving to Netherlands, hence no need 
to take plates. Open to consider newer versions 
and saloon version.
Jan-Willem Jannink 
0031 612 078 379 (Netherlands)
jan-willem.jannink@waarrecht.nl



Foto Finish Please submit pictures 
of interest to the Editor

EXTRA EXOTIC ESTONIAN EXHIBITS
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More from Steve Gant's recent visit to the Estonian Auto Museum at 
Halinga

1974 Moskvitch 412 IZ Rally

Engine: ? cc, 4 cylinder inline
Output: ?
Max speed: ?
Transmission: 4 speed manual
Curb Weight: ?
Manufacturer: Izhevsk
Production years: 1967 to 1999
Production: ?

1949  GAZ M-20 Pobeda

Engine: 2,112 cc, 4 cylinder inline
Output: 52 hp, 387 kW
Max speed: 105 kmph
Transmission: 3-speed manual
Curb weight: 1,350 kg
Rear wheel drive
Manufacturer: Gorki Automotive Factory
Production years: 1946 to 1958
Production 236,00 units

1968 ZAZ-965A

Engine: 746 cc, V-4
Output: 27 hp, 20 kW
Fuel consumption: 6 1/100 km
Transmission: 4-speed manual
Max speed: 90 kmph
Curb weight: 665 kg
Rear wheel drive
Manufacturer: Zaporoshje Car Building Factory
Production years: 1962-1969

1995 GAZ 31013 Pursuit Car

Engine: 5,530 cc, V-8
Output: 220 hp, 164 kW
Fuel consumption: 20 1/100 km
Transmission: 3-step automatic
Max speed: 170 kmph
Curb weight: 2000 kg
Manufacturer: Gorki Car Factory
Production years: 1981 to 1996


